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Abstract

Wireless networking has become one of the predominant last-hop networking technologies
of choice for consumer and enterprise applications. While this popularity has lead to in-
creased investment in wireless research and wireless deployment, it has also led to increased
contention for shared spectral resources as well as increasing expectations from end users.
Increased use of millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum for communications is one compelling
technique to address both the increased demands of end users as well as congestion in lower
frequency bands. However, mmWave provides its own set of benefits and challenges when
constructing networks, leaving many open research questions. To evaluate these questions,
a testing and development platform that is both flexible and capable of real time operation
with acceptable data rates is required. The creation of such a development platform is the
focus of this project. The resulting hardware platform is based around a Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) and an accompanying baseband design that resides completely on the
FPGA. The baseband design exhibited good performance in simulated tests and perfor-
mance evaluations with the entire platform demonstrating a reliable 60 GHz link in a series
of physical tests.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless communication has become one of the most popular last-hop network technolo-
gies due in part to its ease of deployment, ability to provide reasonable quality connectivity
in many scenarios, and near ubiquity in modern devices. While this popularity has spurred
recent development of wireless technology, it has also resulted in increased contention for
limited, shared, resources. At the same time contention for spectral resources has increased,
the desires and expectations for future wireless systems continues to increase. Data rate,
which has always been one of the primary focuses of improvement, is expected to increase
further as requirements continue to grow [1]. Applications like 4K video and VR are also
expected to increase bandwidth requirements significantly compared to today [2]. Limited
resources are also being shared among an increasing number of end devices. In addition to
the data rate expectations, there has been renewed interest in reducing latency and increas-
ing the reliability of wireless communications. The confluence of all of these goals can be
seen in the road maps for proposed wireless technologies such as 5G [3] [4].

There are many challenges presented by these combinations of goals. One of the core
issues is that optimizing for two of the above goals tends to degrade the performance of the
third. For instance, optimizing for data rate and latency tend to decrease reliability. Another
challenge is that improvements on these goals tends to increase usage of the spectrum.
Increasing data rate tends to require higher bandwidth. Decreased latency relies on the
channel being open for a transmission shortly after it is ready, reducing efficiency. Reliability
tends to require increased redundancy.

One proposed method of addressing these problems is to use additional spectrum. The
challenge with increased spectrum use is that spectrum allocation is statically handled by
the FCC in the United States and by similar bodies elsewhere. Most lower frequency bands
have already been allocated. While there are a few bands that allow unlicensed transmissions
(such at the ISM bands in 2.4 and 5 GHz) these bands tend to be oversubscribed. While
lower frequencies are mostly taken, there is a large section of bandwidth around 60 GHz
approved for unlicensed use by the FCC. This band originally included 7 GHz of bandwidth
for unlicensed use from 57 to 64 GHz [5] but was later extended to include another 7 GHz
from 64 to 71 GHz [6].

Moving to 60 GHz (which is in a portion of the spectrum commonly referred to as mil-
limeter wave or mmWave) presents its own distinct set of challenges and benefits. Unlike
lower frequency radios, mmWave radios can take advantage of small form factor antenna
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arrays capable of providing large gain through directional beam patterns1. Antenna arrays
operate by shifting the phase of the signal at each element to form different antenna pat-
terns, some of which are directional. By introducing the ability to vary these phase shifts,
electronically steerable antenna arrays can change their antenna pattern without mechanical
parts. The addition of amplitude control to each of the antenna elements further increases
the flexibility of the antenna to produce directional patterns with less power outside the
primary directional beam. Most equally spaced linear planar antenna arrays are built with
vertical and horizontal antenna spacing less than the carrier wavelength to avoid grating
lobes [9]. Because mmWave signals have wavelengths on the order of millimeters, antenna
arrays with a large number of elements can fit in an area small enough to be integrated with
portable consumer electronics such as cell phones.

The potential for small form factor antenna arrays with many elements opens the possibil-
ity for increased use of spatial diversity in mmWave wireless communications. Traditionally,
device form-factors have restricted the use of antenna arrays with many antenna elements.
WiFi end devices are often limited to less than four antennas with access points capable of
more [10]. While this allows for some use of spatial diversity, the limited number of antenna
elements impact the degree of improvement. By contrast, a 12 element Tx and 12 element
Rx antenna array can fit in a 4×4 cm2 area. However, one key restriction for most mmWave
arrays is that there is usually a limited number (one in many cases) of data streams pro-
vided to the RF frontend of the array. The phase shifting and aptitude adjustments for each
antenna element are performed in the analog domain and are not directly accessible to the
baseband. By contrast, lower frequency arrays can often afford separate phase coherent data
streams for each antenna element.

While there are many methods of adjusting the phase coefficients of an antenna array,
one prominent method is to set the coefficients such that directional high gain beams are
formed. In addition to increasing the gain of desired signals, directionality also reduces the
gain of potentially undesired signals outside of the main beam. At the transmit side, this
means that interference caused at radios outside of the main beam is reduced. At the receive
side, this means that interfering transmissions from radios outside of the main beam are
attenuated2. While this effect has the potential to decrease interference to other users and

1Common questions concerning antenna requirements for mmWave radios come from the evaluation of

Frii’s transmission equation. Frii’s transmission equation states that PR = PTGTAR
4πd2 , AR = GRλ

2

4π where PR
is the receive power, PT is the transmit power, GT is the transmit antenna gain, AR is the effective receive
antenna area, GR is the receive antenna gain, λ is the carrier wavelength, and d is the separation between the
transmitter and receiver [7]. If the system is operating in the Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP)
limited regime, PTGT is constant. To maintain the same receive power as a low frequency radio, the receive
effective antenna area must be kept constant. If the transmit power is limited rather than the EIRP (GT
held constant) and it is assumed that the transmit and receive antennas are identical, the effective antenna
areas required to maintain the same receive power decrease. This is due to the relationship between the
effective antenna area (aperture) (Ae), directivity (D), and gain G where G = ηnD and D = 4π

λ2Ae [8]. ηn is
the aperture efficiency of the antenna and is the ratio of the effective aperture size to the physical aperture
size [8]. Assuming the antenna efficiency remains consistent, maintaining the equivalent antenna area when
shifting to higher frequencies results in higher antenna gain.

2These statements are simplifications that apply mainly to the transmit antenna array. The receive
antenna array is more nuanced because the Low Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) at each element can be driven into
saturation by a strong signal. Even if the phase shifters are set to cancel out a strong interferer by placing
a null in interferer’s direction, the saturation of the LNAs will prevent the proper reception of the desired
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provide increased gain to desired users, it also means that the radio may have insufficient
gain to successfully decode signals when the array antenna pattern is close to omnidirec-
tional. While initially considered a disadvantage of wireless systems, the broadcast nature
of the medium has been utilized in current wireless standards. Omnidirectional Tx and Rx
allows radios to hear AP beacons and helps facilitate association with a network. Listening
omnidirectional allows terminals to receive frames destined for them without requiring prior
scheduling or coordination of array phase shift coefficients. Directionality can be more easily
introduced into the Access Point (AP) / Station (STA) or Base Station (BS) / User Equip-
ment (UE) star topology since each STA / UE only communicates with its associated AP
/ BS3. However, directionality complicates the development of mesh and ad-hoc networks
as radios need to coordinate when and where to direct their electronically steered beams in
order to transfer frames at an acceptable rate and reliability.

The benefits and challenges introduced by high element count antenna arrays along with
different propagation characteristics in mmWave frequencies leave many open research ques-
tions. Many of these questions reside in the link and network layers as well as with more
general systems research. How should directionality be exploited in mesh networks? How
should the challenges introduced by antenna arrays be addressed in next generation com-
munications systems? While questions like this can be studied with simulation, a physical
prototyping and test platform is needed to investigate these questions with high confidence
under real world conditions.

1.1 Goals & Scope

The goal of this project is to create an initial version of a 60 GHz development and test
platform for evaluating systems level research questions. There are three basic components
of a wireless communications system: the baseband IP, the platform on which the baseband
runs, and the RF frontend that translates between the baseband and the desired carrier. For
60 GHz, the RF frontend is particularly challenging to produce. Fortunately, there are a
few commercially available RF frontends. It was determined that a RF frontend by Sibeam
(part of Lattice Semiconductor) would be sufficient for most systems level research. However,
when antenna array functionality is not required, an RF front-end from VubIQ can be used.
The VubIQ front-end allows standard WR15 waveguide connections and is compatible with
standard horn antennas.

There are three typical solutions for the baseband and platform: use an existing baseband
implemented on an ASIC, implement a baseband in software and use a SDR platform, or
implement a baseband on an FPGA. Each of these solutions has its own distinct set of
advantages and disadvantages. Using an existing ASIC requires the least amount of design
work but restricts experimentation to what is revealed by the chip’s configuration registers.
It is sometimes necessary to operate the ASIC in unintended modes of operation to attain
the desired behavior, a task that can require substantial amounts of reverse engineering.
An alternative is to develop the baseband in software and to use an existing SDR platform.
The platform abstracts away many of the details about the Analog to Digital Converter

signal. This effect places stronger requirements on LNA linearity and dynamic range than may be expected.
3AP/STA is used in IEEE 802.11 documents while BS/UE are used in 3GPP documents.
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(ADC) and Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) but is limited by the computational power
of the host computer and the communication link between the host computer and the SDR
hardware platform. While this method can take advantage of the generally faster software
development time, it faces limitations on supportable bandwidth and latency. Also, while
initial prototyping development can be fast, producing a high-performance implementation
often requires careful considerations of the host platform and increased development time. A
carefully designed FPGA implementation can often outperform a software implementation
in both the data rate achieved and in latency. This performance can be accomplished by
leveraging the fine grain parallelism provided by a pipelined design operating in parallel on
hardware. However, while FPGAs are capable of being reconfigured, the design process has
much more in common with ASIC hardware design than software design. The FPGA design
process often requires additional design and implementation time relative to software design
processes. For this project, an FPGA based implementation was chosen due to the large
volume of baseband sample data and the potential for lower latency operation. In projects
where a host system is used for higher level control, the FPGA design offloads the baseband
processing from the host system, freeing resources for high level control. The baseband was
developed to be as modular as possible to allow for modifications as experiment requirements
change over time.

1.2 Baseband Specification

The baseband specification is motivated by its intended use as a component of several
mmWave research projects. While most commercial basebands prioritize performance and
efficiency, systems researchers often desire the ability to modify certain functions of the
underlying baseband to test a new concept. This desire led the prioritization of modularity
and simplicity of design over performance to assist in the easy adoption and modification
of the baseband by different mmWave research projects with varied objectives and areas of
expertise. The sampling rate was chosen to both match the rate of medium range ADC/DAC
cards as well as to be within a reasonable clock range for an FPGA design. A breakdown of
the specification is given below:

• 250 MS/s Sample Rate

• 4x Oversampling (62.5 MS/s Symbol Rate)

• BPSK Modulation (62.5 Mbps) with Options for Future Expansion to Higher Order
Modulation Schemes4

• Control PHY Preamble from 802.11ad

• Fixed Frame Size

4See chapter 8 for more details on supporting higher order modulation schemes.
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1.3 Tools

The baseband was designed and implemented in Mathworks Matlab/Simulink platform
with Finite State Machines (FSMs) being implemented in Mathworks Stateflow. Mathworks
HDL Coder was used to translate the Simulink flow-graphs to synthesis ready VHDL. A
Xilinx ZC706 development platform was used as the base of the system with a FMC151 card
by 4DSP used to provide ADC and DAC functionality. Xilinx Vivado was used to integrate
the generated VHDL from Simulink with a modified version of the 4DSP ADC/DAC IP to
allow streaming operation. Xilinx SDK was used to write software for the ARM processor
on the Zynq FPGA. The code was a merger of the configuration code provided by 4DSP
with custom functions to exercise the baseband IP.
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Chapter 2

System Architecture

There are several popular methods for constructing communications platforms: using an
existing ASIC solution, implementing a software baseband and utilizing an SDR platform,
or implementing the baseband on an FPGA that interfaces with data converters. As was
discussed in section 1.1, there are advantages and disadvantages to each scheme. Due to
the volume of data delivered and the potential for low, more predictable, latency, an FPGA
based approach was taken.

2.1 Hardware Platform

There are several FPGA based hardware platforms available that are capable of sup-
porting baseband research. These platforms range from fully integrated solutions primarily
intended for SDR usage to more general purpose platforms. While it is tempting to use a
platform intended for SDR applications, there are some drawbacks for this project. Many
SDR platforms are designed with the assumption that most users will implement the base-
band in software and rely on the FPGA platform for simple glue logic between the host PC,
data converters, and RF frontend. Part of the value proposition is that the details on how
the platform operates are abstracted away from the baseband designer, allowing them to
focus on their specific task. While this abstraction provides a productivity boost to SDR
developers, it has made integration of custom blocks on the FPGA a relatively niche use
case that is often less documented. Fortunately, this has begun to change recently with
projects like Ettus Research’s RFNoC which aim to help streamline the process. However,
these projects are still in the early stages of development and were not widespread at the
time the hardware platform for this project was chosen. It was also the case that, until
recently, many SDR platforms did not contain FPGAs that were sized to allow extensive
custom block insertion. This is due in part to the cost of large, high-performance, FPGAs
and also in part to the use of the FPGA as glue logic for many SDR platforms. Finally,
some SDR platforms expect to provide the full hardware solution including the RF frontend
which complicate the use of 60 GHz RF frontends1.

1There are exceptions such as the BasicTx and BasicRx boards from Ettus Research which allow direct
access to the DAC and ADC on certain USRP platforms. However, these cards are limited to the sample
rate of the USRP’s on-board ADCs and DACs.
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In light of these observations and with the goal of selecting a flexible hardware platform,
a Xilinx ZC706 Development Kit was chosen as the base FPGA board for the project.
As a general purpose Xilinx Development Kit, the ZC706 does not include any RF ready
ADCs2 or DACs. However, the ZC706 board was designed to be expandable with two FGPA
Mezzanine Card (FMC) connectors, one High Pin Count (HPC) and one Low Pin Count
(LPC) [11]. There are several vendors producing FMC cards for a variety of applications
including data conversion (ADC/DAC). Most of these vendors supply IP blocks along with
the card to expedite integration with the customer’s project. An advantage of using FMC
cards to provide the ADC/DAC functionality is that different cards with different capabilities
can be acquired depending on the requirements of the project. It also provides a path for
developing more specialized FPGA based hardware platforms using custom FMC cards as
a stage in the prototyping process. In addition to the FMC header, a SFP+ connector
allows the platform to be extended with high speed wired networking [11]. The ZC706 also
includes several convenient peripherals including a gigabit Ethernet port, SD Card slot, USB
to UART adapter, and USB to JTAG adapter [11]. At the core of the ZC706 is a high end
Zynq7000 FPGA which includes an on-chip ARM Cortex A9 processing System coupled
with a Kintex7 equivalent FPGA fabric [11] [12]. This provides the flexibility to run certain
functions on the ARM processor which is able to communicate with IP blocks instantiated
in the programmable logic portion of the FPGA via high speed AXI buses.

There are several off-the-shelf ADC/DAC FMC cards that could have been used to pro-
vide the Analog/Digital interface required to interface the digital blocks on the FPGA to
the analog baseband connections on the RF frontend. Cards vary in the number of channels,
the sampling rate, and the resolution of the on-board ADCs and DACs. The FMC151 card
from 4DSP met the specifications of the proposed baseband and was selected to provide the
ADC/DAC functionality to the platform. The FMC151 includes a dual channel, 16 bit, DAC
operating at 800 MS/s and a dual channel, 14 bit, ADC operating at 250 MS/s. On-chip
interpolating filters allow the DAC to ingest data at the same sample rate as the ADC and
still operate close to its maximum sample rate. To expedite adoption of the FMC151 into
designs, 4DSP provided a reference FPGA design as well as a C# program running on a PC
to facilitate initialization of the FMC151 as well as sample data exchange between the host
PC and the FPGA. While the reference design and software provide a starting point, several
modifications to the 4DSP IP and software were required before the baseband blocks could
be integrated. The two channels from the DAC are fed to the Tx I and Q inputs of the RF
frontend while the Rx I and Q outputs of the RF frontend are fed to the two channels of the
ADC.

An image of the base hardware platform, excluding the RF frontend, is shown in Fig-
ure 2.1.1.

2.2 SoC Top Level Design

The top level SoC design, depicted in Figure 2.2.1, provides the framework for how the
different components of this research platform are integrated together. While the baseband

2The ZC706 does include a low speed 1Ms/s ADC (XADC) that is primarily used for monitoring sensors
and voltages.
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Figure 2.1.1: Xilinx ZC706 (Green, Bottom) and Connected 4DSP FMC151 (Red, Top)

Tx and Rx blocks are the central focus of this project, they cannot operate alone. At a basic
level, the Tx block must be provided with data to transmit and the Rx block must have
a location to deliver received data to. To operate as a real-time radio, the Tx component
must be able to stream data to the DAC. Likewise, the ADC should be streaming data
into the Rx block to be processed. Finally, the Tx and Rx blocks have a set of configurable
parameters which need to be set properly for correct operation. The top level design provides
mechanisms to fulfill each of these requirements.

The data input to the Tx block and the data output of the Rx block both closely resemble
AXI Streaming interfaces. Through the use of a small shims, the Tx and Rx blocks can be
interfaced with other AXI Streaming blocks. This allows for wide flexibility in how data can
be passed between the Tx and Rx IP. For example, an Ethernet interface and some custom
logic could be used to stream data directly to and from the Tx and Rx blocks respectively.
Alternatively, Xilinx provided AXI Memory Mapped to Streaming FIFOs can be used to
allow the ARM processor (which uses Memory Mapped IO) to send packets to the Tx block
and to receive packets from the Rx block. The latter approach was taken at this stage of the
project as it allowed flexible processing of the transmitted and received data on the ARM
processor.

The 4DSP FMC151 IP block provides the interface between the ADC and DAC sitting
on the FMC151 and other blocks residing on the FPGA. The FMC151 IP was modified to
permit streaming operation in place of the burst mode operation that was implemented.
FIFOs are used to buffer data between the data converters and the baseband blocks.
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Like most ADCs and DACs, the ones present on the FMC151 provide several Control
Status Registers (CSRs) that must be set in a specific sequence to prepare the data converters
for proper operation. 4DSP provided a set of IP blocks that are used to communicate with
the ADC and DAC along with other ICs present on the FMC151. A modified version of
the 4DSP provided C# application running on a host PC provides the sequence of register
reads and writes required to setup the card. These commands are exchanged over the
Ethernet interface with the ARM processor which runs a bare metal ARM application. This
application uses the Xilinx Lightweight IP (LwIP) library to create a sever which listens for
these commands and relays them to the appropriate configuration IP on the FPGA.

Configuration of the Tx and Rx blocks is accomplished by the inclusion of several Control
Status Register (CSR) blocks. These blocks contain registers which can be set and read using
the memory mapped AXI interface that is accessible by the ARM processor. The outputs of
these registers are connected to the configuration ports of the Tx and Rx baseband blocks.
The provided 4DSP bare metal ARM application was modified to include the baseband
initialization as well as to generate and parse data frames exchanged with the Tx and Rx
baseband blocks respectively. Telemetry is sent to the host PC via UART.
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2.3 RF Frontend

Designing RF frontends that operate at 60 GHz has historically been a very difficult
task. Fortunately, recent advances have made mmWave RF front-ends economically viable
for consumer applications. However, due to the nascent state of mmWave solutions, relatively
few commercial mmWave RF front-ends are available. RF frontend chips from Sibeam and
RF frontend modules from VubIQ were selected for this project due to their feature sets and
availability. Due to the added complexity of integrating with the Sibeam chips, the project
initially focused on integration with the VubIQ RF frontends. Integration with the Sibeam
chips is planned for future iterations and is discussed in chapter 8. While the design of the
RF frontend is not the focus of this project, its implementation has influenced several aspects
of the system design. As such, some basic information about the RF frontend operation is
detailed here. A simplified architectural diagram of the RF frontend omitting some of the
optional features and configurable components is shown in Figure 2.3.1. The operation of the
QAM modulator and demodulator are discussed in appendix A and appendix B respectively.

QAM Modulator
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ω1 cos(ω1t)

-sin(ω1t)

ITx

QTx
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Superheterodyne
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ω2

ω1

LPF

LPF

ADC

ADC

IRx

QRx

BPFBPF

QAM Demodulator

Figure 2.3.1: Simplified RF Frontend Architecture

2.3.1 Features

The VubIQ solution uses a “double conversion superhetrodyne architecture with a sliding
I” in both the Tx and Rx module [13] [14]. The first stage of the Tx module consists of a
QAM modulator that takes in baseband I and Q and produces an Intermediate Frequency
(IF) signal3 The IF signal is then filtered and attenuated before being passed to another
mixer to be shifted to the desired carrier frequency [13]. This signal is then sent through a
power amplifier (PA) before passing to the antenna [13]. The receiver first amplifies the signal
from the antenna with a low noise amplifier (LNA). This signal is then downconverted to
IF where it is filtered and attenuated before passing through through a QAM demodulator4.
The resulting I and Q signals are then passed through a final filtering and attenuation stage
before being delivered to the baseband outputs [14].

3The QAM modulator has an optional FM mode which can be used to frequency modulate the I and Q
signals with two other signals. This mode is unused in this project.

4The receiver contains optional AM and FM detectors that are unused in this project.
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Chapter 3

Tx Baseband Architecture

The Tx Baseband IP, outlined in Figure 3.0.1, is responsible for converting a stream of
binary data into a stream of samples to be sent to the DAC. It begins by mapping binary
digits to fixed point numbers on the complex plane. These samples are then up-sampled by
4x and run through a square root raised cosine filter which acts both as a pulse shaping filter
as well as in interpolating filter. The resulting samples are then scaled by the desired gain
and shifted to counter any DC offset at the DAC.
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Tx DC Offset 

Adjustment
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Sample I
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FIFO

Sample I

Sample Q

Baseband 

CSRs

Gain

I Offset, Q Offset

Figure 3.0.1: Baseband Tx Architecture

3.1 BPSK Modulator

The general purpose of digital modulators is to transform digital information into wave-
forms that can be transmitted. There are a wide range of methods to perform this transfor-
mation including (but not limited to) [7]:

• Frequency Shift Keying (FSK): maps digital values onto tones at specific frequencies

• Phase Shift Keying (PSK): maps digital values to different phases of a signal

• Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK): maps digital values to different amplitudes of a signal

The selection of the modulation scheme depends in part on the capabilities of the RF fron-
tend.
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Many RF frontends include analog QAM modulators and demodulators. These QAM
modulators provide a useful abstraction to baseband radio designers by splitting the base-
band signal into two components: an in-phase component (I) and a quadrature component
(Q). These two analog signals are often viewed as components of a complex signal with
the I channel considered the real component and the Q channel considered the imaginary
component. A point on imaginary plane can be interpreted as a phasor with a given phase
(arg(I+Qj)) and magnitude (

√
I2 +Q2). Because of this, QAM modulators allow baseband

designers to easily use modulation schemes that are hybrids of phase and amplitude modu-
lation. Details about the operation of the QAM modulator and demodulator are discussed
in appendix A and appendix B respectively.

When presented with a QAM modulator and demodulator, it is common to describe the
transformation of digital information into waveforms as a mapping of digital values onto
points on the complex plane. These points are commonly referred to as constellation points.
Data values mapped to these points are commonly refereed to as symbols. As noted above,
each point can be viewed as a phase with a specific amplitude and phase. Binary Phase Shift
Keying is one such mapping where signal binary digits are mapped to one of two points on
the complex plane. These points are symmetric about the origin and are often placed on
the real axis. The constellation plot for BPSK modulator used by this project is shown in
Figure 3.1.1. The decision about which binary digit maps to which point is mostly arbitrary
for BPSK but has more impact in higher order constellations with more points.

In order to transmit a digital message, it is first broken into individual bits. These bits
are then converted to symbols by mapping the binary bits onto points on the complex plane.
These symbols are then streamed, in sequence, to the latter modules of the Tx baseband.
Because the modulation operation is a static mapping, its hardware implementation is a
simple lookup table. This makes the modulator one of the simplest components in the
baseband.

3.2 Square Root Raised Cosine Transmit Filter

The principle purpose of the square root raised cosine transmit filter is to act as a pulse
shaping filter. The signal streaming out of the modulator can be viewed as a sequence of
pulses with each pulse having a specific complex value given by I and Q. If each pulse is
passed to the DAC as a single sample, the resulting waveform would consist of a series of
sharp pulses with no separation between them. In general, abrupt changes in time have wide
spectral footprints. In reality, there are bandwidth limitations placed on the transmitted
signal. Some of these limitations come from regulatory bodies like the FCCs while others
come from the physical limits of the devices used in the radio. Band limiting causes symbols
to spread in the time domain and to overlap with adjacent symbols. This overlap of spread
pulses is called Intersymbol Interference (ISI) [15]. The amount of overlap depends on the
symbol rate as well as the bandwidth of the band-limiting channel. While any overlap is
undesirable, at symbol rates approaching or exceeding the bandwidth of the channel the
resulting overlap can be so severe that individual pulses may not be distinguishable from
each-other [7].

To limit the effects of intersymbol interference, pulse shaping can be applied to the signal
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Figure 3.1.1: BPSK Constellation Plot

before it is transmitted. Ideally, zero inter-symbol interference is desired. Nyquist has shown
that a necessary and sufficient condition for a signal pulse, x(t) with a symbol period of T
to have zero ISI is [15] [7]:

x(nT ) =

{
1, n = 0

0, n 6= 0
(3.1)

Intuitively, this means that a symbol pulse should have unity gain at its center but should
have zero magnitude at the center of other pulses. For this to be accomplished the symbol
period, T , must satisfy the condition that 1/T ≤ W/2 where W is the bandwidth of the
channel [7]. This means that the signal must be oversampled by at least a factor of 2 for
the filter to be realizable in the digital domain. If the DAC operates at the Nyquist rate
with 1/T = W/2, the only filter that accomplishes this is the ideal low pass filter (LPF) for
W/2: sinc(πt/T ) [7]. An ideal sinc filter for an oversampling rate of 4x (corners at W/4) is
shown in Figure 3.2.1. There are several problems with the ideal LPF filter. One problem
is that the ideal filter is non-causal IIR which must be truncated and shifted for practical
implementation. Another problem is that the peaks fall off at a relatively slow rate of T/(πt)
[7] [16]. If there is a timing error in the receiver, it may not sample at the ideal point where
the current symbol has unity gain and other symbols have a gain of zero. This results in
ISI being present at the receiver [7] [16]. The slower this convergence to zero, the worse this
effect is.

For 1/T < W/2, other filters can be used. One of the most commonly used transmit filters
is the raised cosine filter [7]. The raised cosine filter relaxes the requirements of the ideal
LPF by allowing its frequency response to extend outside the desired range. The frequency
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response of the raised cosine filter for a rolloff factor 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 is [7]:

X(f) =


T , 0 ≤ |f | ≤ 1−β

2T

T
2

(
1 + cos

[
πT
β

(
|f | − 1−β

2T

)])
, 1−β

2T
≤ |f | ≤ 1+β

2T

0 , |f | > 1+β
2T

(3.2)

The raised cosine filter’s smoother frequency response makes it easier to approximate
with practical filters [7]. An example impulse response of a raised cosine filter with 4x
oversampling is shown in Figure 3.2.2. Note that every forth sample has an amplitude of
zero and that the peak roll-off is substantially faster than the ideal LPF.
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Figure 3.2.1: Truncated Ideal Low Pass Filter for 4x Oversampling

Even though the raised cosine filter limits ISI in the transmitted signal, it is not the
pulse shaping filter used in this design. This is due to the fact that both the transmitter and
receiver include matched filters. Ideally, the combination of the two filter should minimize
ISI. A common method to achieve this is to take the square root of the raised cosine filter and
to use that as the pulse shaping filter [17]. More specifically, GTx(f) =

√
|GRC(f)|e−j2πft0

where t0 is a delay to allow the filter to be realizable [7]. The receive filter is then matched
to this transmit filter. The frequency response of the matched receive filter is the complex
conjugate of the frequency response of the transmit filter (GRx(f) = G∗Tx(f)). Since the
transmit and receive filters can be viewed as cascaded LTI filters, their joint frequency
response is GTx(f)GRx(f) = GRC(f). [7]. This filter is commonly referred to as the root
raised cosine filter. An example response is shown in Figure 3.2.3. Note that no samples
have an amplitude of zero.

The radio design used in this project makes use of matched filtering in both the transmit-
ter and receiver. Due to this separation, the root raised cosine was used as the pulse shaping
filter so that the combined effect of the transmit and receive filters approximate the response
of a raised cosine filter. An oversampling factor of 4x was primarily selected to ease timing
recovery at the receiver. However, this oversampling factor has the added benefit of allowing
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Figure 3.2.2: Raised Cosine Filter over 10 Symbols with 4x Oversampling and β = 0.2
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Figure 3.2.3: Root Raised Cosine Filter over 10 Symbols with 4x Oversampling and β = 0.2
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the implementation of the root raised cosine filter with a rolloff β > 0. To achieve the 4x
oversampling with the pulse shaping, the symbol stream coming from the BPSK modulator
is up-sampled by a factor of 4 by inserting 3 zeros in between each sample. The resulting
stream is then passed through the raised cosine filter to be shaped. The raised cosine filter
effectively accomplishes the task of the interpolating low pass filter which is commonly used
when up-sampling to interpolate the values of the inserted zeros. To calculate the coefficients
used in the root raised cosine filter, the corresponding Simulink block [18] was used.
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Chapter 4

Rx Baseband Architecture

The Rx baseband architecture, outlined in Figure 4.0.1, is broadly responsible for de-
tecting and decoding data frames from samples received from the ADC. Compared to the
Tx block, the Rx block has several more components as it must correct for the various RF
impairments present in order to successfully decode a frame. The received samples are first
shifted to correct for any DC offset at the ADC and are scaled if appropriate. The sample
then pass through the square root raised cosine receive filter which is the matching coun-
terpart to the square root raised cosine transmit filter in the Tx block. An AGC loop then
estimates the received signal power and supplies a scaling factor to bring the received sam-
ples to the expected scale. In future versions, the correction factor could be used to set the
gain of an analog amplifier in the receive chain of the RF front-end. The samples are then
fed to the timing recovery block which selects the optimum sampling point for the signal
and signals it using a “strobe” line. This line is used to drive the “push” control signal of
a clock crossing FIFO. The result is that one sample per symbol period is enqueued onto
the FIFO with the enqueued sample being taken at the optimal sampling point. The entries
in the FIFO are now referred to as symbols rather than samples. The remaining portion
of the Rx baseband is able to operate at a rate only slightly faster than the symbol rate.
The symbols then pass from the FIFO through the carrier recovery block which corrects for
the carrier phase and frequency offset. These corrected symbols then pass through a Golay
correlator. The thresholded magnitudes of the correlator outputs are used by an FSM to
determine when a frame is being received and when the preamble is over. In parallel with
the correlation, the symbols are passed through a demodulator which maps points on the
complex plane to binary digits. A smaller FSM is used to provide a “valid” flag for the
duration that the demodulated data is valid. For this design, the payload has a fixed length
resulting in the valid flag remaining high for a fixed number of symbols after the preamble.

4.1 Square Root Raised Cosine Receive Filter

The square root raised cosine receive filter is the matched filter to the raised cosine
transmit filter present in the Tx baseband. As was discussed in section 3.2, the raised cosine
filter minimizes inter-symbol, interference (ISI). Ideally, the joint response of the Tx pulse
shaping filter and the Rx matched filter should approximate raised cosine filter. This is
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Figure 4.0.1: Baseband Rx Architecture

accomplished by splitting the raised cosine filter into a square root raised cosine filter at the
transmitter and a matched filter at the receiver.

In addition to the ISI minimization that the transmit filter and receive root raised cosine
filters jointly accomplish, matched filtering also provides additional benefits. Signals propa-
gating through a wireless channel are subject to additive noise and interference. Interference
and noise that is not filtered by the analog receive filters will be present in the digital do-
main after being sampled by the ADC. Ideally, the effects of noise and interference should
be minimized to so that the desired signal can be reliably decoded. Matched filtering is a
common method used to minimize the effects of noise.

Matched filtering is often introduced in the context of optimal receivers for signals passing
through an Additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. Proakis takes this approach in
several of his texts [7] [15]. Decoding of various signals is often initially described by taking
the correlation of the incoming signal with the pulse shapes of the possible symbols defined
by the chosen modulation scheme [15]. These correlators can be replaced with matched
filters whose impulse responses are the time reversed versions of the pulse shapes [7]. A key
property of matched filtering is that it maximizes the SNR of a signal that passed through
a AWGN channel [7].

Matched filtering can also be viewed in the frequency domain. The frequency response
of the matched filter is Hmatched(f) = H∗orig(f)e−j2πfT [7]. The magnitude of the frequency
response matched filter matches that of the original filter, |Hmatched(f)| = |Horig(f)|. Recall
that white noise has a flat frequency response. Intuitively, it makes sense to filter the
incoming signal with a filter whose magnitude response matches that of the pulse shaping
filter. Matching the amplitude response in the receive filter avoids attenuating frequencies
that are part of the shaped pulse and attenuates frequencies that are not present in the shaped
pulses. Since AWGN noise has a flat frequency response, this allows some components of the
AWGN noise to be filtered out while maintaining frequencies that are used by the shaped
pulse. Proakis provides an in depth derivation of the frequency domain view of matched
filtering and shows that it has equivalent results to the time domain analysis [7]. The raised
cosine receive filter Simulink block was used to calculate the matching filter coefficients for
this design [19]. The frequency response of the transmit filter to which this filter is matched
is shown in Figure 4.1.1. Note that the corner frequency occurs at a normalized frequency
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of 1/4 which corresponds to the oversampling rate.
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Figure 4.1.1: Root Raised Cosine Filter over 10 Symbols with 4x Oversampling and β = 0.2

4.2 AGC

Blocks in the receiver chain are generally designed with the expectation that the input
waveform is scaled to a specific magnitude. Some blocks require this scaling to make proper
decisions while other blocks, such as synchronizers, may have coefficients that are dependent
on signal power [20]. M-QAM modulation schemes in particular require proper signal scaling
for reliable decoding [20]. Although M-QAM is not currently implemented in the design,
it is planned for future iterations. In addition, many blocks blocks require the scaling due
to dynamic range concerns. The basic data types used throughout the DSP portion of this
design are fixed-point. Fixed-point number representations use fixed numbers of bits to
represent the integer and fractional parts of a number. This is in contrast to floating-point
numbers which are more similar to scientific notation with a fixed number of bits used to
represent the significand and a fixed number of bit used to represent the exponent [21]. While
there are several well known numerical analytic issues when using floating point numbers,
they have wider dynamic range than fixed point numbers with the same bit width. Floating
point arithmetic is generally more computationally expensive than fixed point arithmetic and
requires more resources to implement effectively on an embedded platform or FPGA. There
has been some recent momentum in integrating hard floating point blocks into FPGAs with
Intel/Altera including hard single precision floating point blocks in the Aria 10 and Stratix
10 FPGAs [22] [23]. However, this technology is still emerging and was unavailable at the
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time this design was created. Because blocks were designed with fixed point data types, they
operate best when the input data is scaled appropriately.
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The Automatic Gain Control (AGC) block is responsible for adjusting the receiver gain
to attain a desired receiver power level. At its core, the AGC is a control system that
estimates the power level of the input signal, compares it to a desired value, and produces a
correction factor that is used to either drive an external variable gain amplifier or is used to
scale the signal digitally. The AGC used in this design was adapted from the Simulink AGC
block [24] [25]. The original Simulink AGC block is a logarithmic loop AGC [25]. The signal
passes through a square law detector which produces a value that is proportional to power.
The log of this value is taken which produces a value proportional to the power in dB. This
is compared against the desired value in dB to produce an error term which is used in the
loop filter. The natural exponent of the loop filter result is used as the correction factor. A
diagram of the AGC design is shown in Figure 4.2.1.

The original Simulink AGC design utilized a feedforward structure which took the esti-
mate of the signal power level before the correcting multiplication [25]. While this structure
has some desirable properties such as faster convergence time and improved stability, it has
the disadvantage of requiring wider dynamic range [26]. The feedback structure not only
reduces the dynamic range requirements but is also compatible with schemes that adjust an
analog variable gain amplifier (VGA) before the AGC. While an external VGA is not easily
accessed from the baseband with the VubIQ radios, it is a feature that is expected in other
RF frontends. As a result, the implemented AGC block follows a feedback structure.

The logarithm is an important aspect of this AGC design. An AGC operating on signal
power alone has a convergence time that is inversely proportional to the input level of the
signal [26] [20]. This is undesirable as the convergence time of the AGC would depend on
the level of the received signal and would be slow for weak signals. The logarithmic AGC,
by contrast, has a convergence time that is independent of the input signal level[26] [20].
This simplifies specifying the length of the preamble as the AGC settling time is constant.
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The AGC includes configurable threshold in the loop filter to prevent inputs from being
driven outside a usable range. For low noise scenarios where no signal is being received, an
unbounded AGC can apply excessive gain that multiplies the input signal so that the high
order bits are lost. The AGC detector may not be able to detect an increase in signal power
at this point. Saturation can be used to limit the AGC gain so that no high order bits are
lost.

There are some cases when a user may want to set gain manually. To accomplish this,
a selectable pass-through can be disabled to block the AGC correction from reaching the
complex multiply. Likewise, there are cases when a user may want the AGC level to remain
frozen after the preamble. A freeze line is provided to optionally latch the AGC correction
value for this purpose.

4.3 Timing Recovery

There are generally two separate sets of oscillators present in a radio system. One set
produces the carrier frequency and is used to mix the baseband signal up to the carrier at the
transmitter and to downconvert from the carrier back to baseband at the receiver. The second
set of oscillators control the sampling clocks for the DAC at the transmitter and the ADC
at the receiver. In practice, there is some variance between identically specified oscillators
that cause them to operate at slightly different frequencies and phases [27]. Correcting
for these oscillator differences is exceptionally important for reliable reception of coherent
modulation schemes. Correction for the mixer oscillator is handled by the Carrier Recovery
block (section 4.5). This section details the correction for the sampling oscillators driving
the DAC at the transmit side and the ADC at the receive side.

The core problem addressed by timing recovery is to determine when the received wave-
form should be sampled to properly detect a symbol [7]. Recall from section 3.2 that the
transmitted signal can be viewed as a pulse train with pulses shaped using the root raised
cosine transmit filter. After passing through the root raised cosine receive filter and the
AGC, the signal can be viewed as a normalized pulse train with a raised cosine pulse shape.
Ideally, the waveform should be sampled at the point that maximizes the likelihood of proper
decoding. Intuitively, the signal should be sampled where the output of the matched filter
is maximized on average. For most schemes, this should be at the center of the pulse as
the matched filter can be viewed as a correlation of the received signal against the pulse
shape. The fact that the raised cosine filter response produces nodes at the center of adja-
cent symbols to mitigate ISI further reinforces this notion that symbols should be sampled
at the center of their respective pulses. An alternative explanation is that the signal should
be sampled at the widest opening of the eye diagram produced at the output of the matched
filter at the receiver [20]. Failure to correct for sampling clock errors can significantly de-
grade the ability of the receiver to properly decode the signal. If it is assumed that the
sampling clocks in the transmitter and receiver are synchronized in frequency but not phase,
the waveform would be sampled at the same suboptimal sampling point for each symbol.
An example eye diagram is shown in Figure 4.3.1. Looking at this eye diagram, the vari-
ance in sampled amplitude gets larger as the sampling point gets farther from the optimal
sampling point. This produces artificially low SNR for symbols with low magnitude at the
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sampling point. On an I/Q plot of the received signal, this would appear as a widening of the
cluster of received constellation points. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 4.3.2.
If it is no longer assumed that the transmit and receive sample clocks are synchronized in
frequency, the receiver will no longer sample at the same point in the symbol waveform.
This will result in the received constellation exhibiting time varying spread. It also means
that symbols may either be duplicated or skipped in the case of a faster or slower receiver
sampling clock, respectively. This can be potentially disastrous to proper decoding as later
blocks typically assume that they will be passed one value per symbol. Duplication or loss
of symbols results in the symbol stream becoming offset from what is expected. This offset
can cause cascading bit errors in the decoded signal. This is in contrast to a simple “bit flip”
error which is isolated to individual symbols.

Figure 4.3.1: Eye Diagram of Post Match Filtered Signal with Ideal Channel

(a) Ideal Sampling (b) Fixed Sampling Error (1 Sample)

Figure 4.3.2: Constellation Diagrams of Matched Filtered Signal with Ideal Channel

The process to synchronize the receiver sampling clock to the transmitter sampling clock
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is often referred to as timing recovery [7]. There are many different methods to perform
timing recovery, some of which are covered in texts like [16] and [20]. In general, these
schemes typically involve making an estimate of the timing phase error in the received signal
and then applying some correction [16]. The timing recovery block can either be arranged
in a feed-forward or a feedback topology [16]. The feedback topology uses the timing error
estimate to adjust the parameters of a correction block. The output of this correction is what
the timing error estimator uses as input. The feedback topology has the desirable property
that it can adapt to time varying changes, provided that these changes are sufficiently slow
[16].
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Figure 4.3.3: Timing Recovery Architecture

The timing recovery block for this project is arranged in a feedback topology with the
top level architecture shown in Figure 4.3.3. Its general structure is based on a design
in [16] which was also adapted as a Simulink example [28]. The implementation for this
project relies primarily on [16] which includes a description of the overall control loop along
with descriptions of the phase error estimator and fractional delay filter. The signals at the
input to the block has already passed through the root raised cosine receive filter (matched
filter) and has been normalized by the AGC. This signal is first passed through a fractional
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delay filter which interpolates values at a fixed position between sampling points1. This
fractionally delayed signal is fed to the timing error estimator block. A correction value is
then calculated by running this error signal through a loop filter. The correction value is
then used to derive the proper fractional delay which is passed to the fractional delay filter as
well as the clock period for the next symbol. This period is nominally four clock cycles but
can grow or shrink to accommodate a frequency offset in the sampling clock or a phase offset
greater than one sample. The symbol clock is used as an enable (trigger) signal for several
blocks in the timing recovery loop. This is primarily due to the algorithm used for phase
detection operating once per symbol period. The trigger signal is used to keep the timing
error estimator along with other blocks aligned to the recovered symbol clock. In order to
start the timing recovery block, the clock period is initially assumed to be four samples per
symbol, the oversampling rate chosen for this design.

4.3.1 Timing Error Estimator

The core of the timing recovery block is the Timing Phase Estimator which is responsible
for estimating the phase offset of the sampling clock from the ideal sampling point. There are
many potential methods for deriving the timing error estimate with [16] and [20] detailing
many potential schemes. The timing estimator used in this project has its basis in Maximum
Likelihood (ML) estimation. The details of the ML derivation leverage several concepts from
Bayesian statistics and can be quite nuanced. A brief summary of the general ML framework
and derivation is provided below, followed by more DSP centric explanation.

Likelihood (ML) Perspective

The objective of an optimal receiver is one which minimizes decoding errors [16]. One
way to model this objective is to view the receiver as an estimator of the transmitted
data. For a data sequence a and a received signal r, an optimal receiver returns a se-
quence â = argmaxa p(a|r) [16]. If it is assumed that that there is an equal probability
across data sequences and the noise is not a function of the data sequence, the maximum a
posteriori estimate can be reduced to a maximum likelihood estimate: â = argmaxa p(r|a)
[16]. However, this function neglects synchronization parameters such as the timing offset
and carrier phase offset. A pure maximum a posteriori estimator eliminates these unwanted
parameters via a weighted average [16]. However, the pure optimal receiver is impractical to
construct and approximations to it are made in practice. In general, approximations involve
the joint estimation of the synchronization parameters (timing and carrier offsets) and the
data sequence [16]. One method to perform this joint estimation is to first estimate the
synchronization parameters and then to use those estimates to derive the estimate of the
transmitted data sequence [16]. This partitioning is significant as it allows synchronization
(timing recovery and carrier recovery) to be viewed as a separate operation which precedes
decoding. The estimation of symbol timing error, ε, and carrier phase offset, θ, for each

1Interpolating a value at a specific point between two sampling points can be viewed as introducing a
fractional delay (less than one sample). Matlab/Simulink use the term “fractional delay filter” while Meyer
primarily uses “interpolating filter”. “Fractional delay filter” is used here to emphasis the role of the filter
in the design.
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possible data sequence a is ε̂a, θ̂a = argmaxε,θ p(r|a, ε, θ) [16]. Note that there is still a de-
pendence on the transmitted data stream in this estimate. Different methods are used to
address this dependence with Data Aided (DA) using a known data sequence, Decision Di-
rected (DD) assuming decoded data is correct, and Non-Data Aided (NDA) which removed
the data dependence by averaging [16].

An NDA approach was used for the implemented timing error estimator in part due to its
flexibility. Meyr in [16] derives a NDA timing estimator that is both non-coherent (does not
rely on carrier phase being corrected) and works with both PSK and QAM based modulation
schemes. The estimator can be expressed as:

ε̂ = argmax
ε

L∑
l=−L

|z(lT + εT )|2 (4.1)

where z(t) is the received signal after matched filtering, T is the symbol period, and [−L,L]
is the observation window [16].

It is possible to implement this algorithm by discretizing ε, calculating the objective
function for each value of ε, and selecting the ε that maximized the objective. However,
there is an alternate method to perform the estimation in Equation 4.1.

The method, sometimes called the spectral estimation method, relies on the observation
that |z(lT + εT )|2 is approximately cyclostationary2 given a sufficiently large observation
window [16]. Meyer takes the Fourier series representation of the process [16]:

|z(lT + εT )|2 =
∞∑

n=−∞

c(l)n e
j(2π/T )nTε (4.2)

In this form, each segment of the waveform has its own set of Fourier coefficients with
C

(l)
n representing the nth Fourier coefficent for the lth block of the input sequence. Each of

these coefficients can be considered a random variable defined by [16]:

C(l)
n =

1

T

∫ T

0

|z(lT + εT )|2 e−j(2π/T )nTεd(εT ) (4.3)

The objective function in Equation 4.1 can be viewed as a scaled time average of the
cyclostationary process over the observation interval [16]. When taking the Fourier series
expansion of the objective function, the coefficients are averages of the coefficients in Equa-
tion 4.2 across the 2L+ 1 blocks of input data [16]3:

L∑
l=−L

|z(lT + εT )|2 = c0 +
∞∑
n=1

2<
[
cne

j2πnε
]

(4.4a)

cn =
L∑

l=−L

c(l)n (4.4b)

2A cyclostationary process is a stochastic process with time varying averages that are periodic [7].
3The signal is real valued so ck and c−k can be collapsed into single terms as shown
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It should be noted that an alternate approach to reach this point can be derived from [7]
by taking the DFT of the time-averaged autocorrelation of the input signal over the period
T .

With proper matched filtering, only c0 and c1 have nonzero values [16] yielding a final
objective of:

L∑
l=−L

|z(lT + εT )|2 = c0 + 2|c1| cos (2πε+ arg(c1)) (4.5)

Furthermore, Meyer has shown in [16] that c0 and |c1| are independent of ε. The objective
function Equation 4.5 (equivalently Equation 4.1) is maximized when [16]:

ε̂ = − 1

2π
arg(c1). (4.6)

Meyer notes that the bandwidth of |z(lT + εT )|2 is limited to double the bandwidth of
z(lT + εT ) [16]. So long as the sampling rate accommodates this bandwidth, c1 can be
calculated by time averaging DFTs of the input signal:

c1 =
L∑

l=−L

[
1

Ms

Ms−1∑
k=0

(
|z([lMs + k]Ts)|2e−j(2π/Ms)k

)]
(4.7)

where T is the symbol rate, Ts is the sampling rate, and Ms = T/Ts is the oversampling
rate [16]. In the case of 4x oversampling, the complex exponential only takes the values
{1,−1, j,−j} which leads to an elegantly simple implementation depicted in Figure 4.3.4
[16]. In fact, this simplicity has helped make this estimator one of the more popular NDA
timing error estimation techniques [16] [20].

The resulting timing estimator is shown in Figure 4.3.4 with the input signal first passing
through a tapped delay line. The delay line is sampled at the pulse of the symbol clock.
These samples are then passed through complex magnitude squaring blocks which transform
the samples into the domain used by the objective function. c

(l)
1 is then calculated from these

transformed sampled using an extremely simple 4 point DFT structure. Time averaging is
used to calculate an estimate of c1. The final timing error is the result of taking the phase
of c1 using atan2 and scaling by 1/(2π).

DSP Perspective

While the ML description above is quite rigorous, it can be difficult to develop an intuition
about the algorithm. To give intuition, a less rigorous DSP centric description is provided
below.

Let us assume that we have a signal modulated with a PSK or QAM modulation scheme
and z(t) is the received signal post matched filtering at time t. One would expect symbols
to appear as peaks in |z(t)|2 with dips during symbol transitions, regardless of any carrier
phase offset4. With a symbol rate of T , it would be expected that, on average, |z(t)|2 would

4It will be discussed later that carrier phase offset appears as a static rotation of symbols in the com-
plex plane. This can be viewed as a multiplication by a complex exponential of unity magnitude. This
multiplication does not change the magnitude of the symbol and would have no effect on |z(t)|2.
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Figure 4.3.4: Timing Error Estimator Architecture

show some periodic behavior with period T due to symbol transitions. Since timing error
estimation involves estimating the phase of the transmit symbol clock relative to the receiver
symbol clock, the phase of this periodic behavior is of interest.

In a digital system, |z(t)|2 is sampled at a sample rate 1/Ts. It would then be expected
for the sampled signal |z(k)|2 to exhibit, on average, period behavior associated with symbol
transitions with a period of Ms = T/Ts samples. The phase and amplitude of this periodic
behavior can be captured by calculating c1 of the Ms point DFT of |z(k)|2. However, it was
noted above that this 1/Ms periodicity is not guaranteed for every period of Ms samples
but is rather true on average. There are cases where no symbol transition takes place due
to repeated symbols in the data sequence. An estimate of this 1/Ms behavior is therefore
attained by averaging c1 across many Ms sample segments. Taking the complex argument of
this c1 average yields the phase of this 1/Ms periodic behavior. Since this periodic behavior
is caused by the transition between symbols, estimating the phase of this behavior estimates
the phase of the symbol transitions. Estimating the phase of the symbol transitions is
equivalent to estimating the phase offset (error) between the receive symbol clock and the
transmitter symbol clock.

A key feature of this estimation method is that it does not require knowledge of the carrier
phase offset. This allows carrier recovery to proceed timing recovery in the design and has
important implications for the hardware implementation which are discussed in section 4.4
and chapter 5.
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4.3.2 Loop Filter

The loop filter used in the timing recovery block can be viewed as a PI (proportional,
integral) control system or as a single pole, single zero filter. The structure of the filter is
shown in Figure 4.3.5 with each coefficient configured by control status registers (CSRs).
Configurable saturation is provided to bound the output of the filter and the integrator.
There are some cases where it is desirable to freeze portions of the timing recovery loop. The
loop filter is capable or freezing the integrator and dropping the proportional component. It
is also capable of freezing the current output of the filter. Freezing the output of the loop
filter allows the timing recovery block to operate on its best estimate of the symbol clock
frequency and phase offset in cases where the timing error estimate becomes unreliable.
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Figure 4.3.5: Loop Filter Architecture

4.3.3 Timing Correction Accumulator & Symbol Clock Generator

The ultimate role of the timing recovery block is to produce a clock pulse at the optimal
point for each received symbol. This requires synchronizing the receiver’s symbol clock period
and phase to match that of the transmitter. The correction value from the loop filter indicates
the amount of timing error and should be used to expand or contract the generated symbol
clock period to bring the transmitter and receiver’s clocks into alignment. One complication
with this objective is that the timing recovery block is restricted to running at the sample
clock rate. A clock signal must therefore be aligned to samples. This is undesirable as the
timing error is likely to include fractions of samples. Restricting clock pulses to be aligned
to samples would result in sub-optimal sampling of symbols, potentially leading to decoding
errors.

Fortunately, the fractional component of the timing delay can be addressed by the frac-
tional delay filter. This filter interpolates between sample points and can effectively add
fractional delay to the signal. However, the fractional delay filter introduces the complex-
ity of having two timing parameters to control: the fractional delay and the integer clock
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period. The Timing Correction Accumulator is responsible for calculating these two values
in order to maintain optimal sampling of the symbol. It accomplishes this by maintaining
the fractional delay between symbol clock cycles. Timing error is added to this fractional
delay until it overflows or underflows at which point a sample period is either subtracted or
added, respectively, to the next symbol clock period. The fractional delay wraps around the
interval [0, 1).

The clock pulse generator is responsible for generating a pulse after the integer clock
period specified by the Timing Correction Accumulator has elapsed. On generating the
clock pulse, the clock generator resets and is fed a new period by the Timing Correction
Accumulator.

4.3.4 Fractional Delay Filter

It is not uncommon for the optimum symbol sampling point to exist at a fixed point
between two samples. Ideally, one would like to interpolate between the sample points
to attain the optimum symbol sampling point. This interpolation would, in effect, add a
fractional delay to the signal. Fortunately such a filter does exist. In Matlab parlance,
it is often referred to as a fractional delay filter while communications texts such as [16]
and [20] prefer to simply refer to it as an interpolating filter. The ideal fractional delay
filter has a rather simple description as an all pass filter with linear phase. The phase is
adjustable by some parameter, often denoted µ [16]. The time domain response of this filter
is a sampled sinc function [16] [20]. However, the sinc function is infinite in length making
this ideal interpolating filter unreliable in hardware. Fortunately, several methods have been
derived to approximate it with alternatives detailed in [16] and [20]. One hardware friendly
approximation is the Farrow filter which uses the results of parallel FIR filters to accomplish
either a polynomial or Lagrangian interpolation [16]. For this project, a farrow structure
with 4 parallel filter, each with order 4, was used. The structure of the filter is detailed in
Figure 4.3.6 with the coefficients given in [16].

FIR Filter 3 FIR Filter 2 FIR Filter 1 FIR Filter 0

X + X + X +

Input (I,Q)

Interpolated

Signal (I,Q)

Interpolation Point

(Fractional Delay Amount)

Figure 4.3.6: Fractional Delay Filter Architecture
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4.4 Clock Crossing

One of the key functions of the timing recovery block is that it selects the optimal sample
for each symbol. Because of this, the timing recovery block can be viewed as performing a
decimation from samples to symbols with any block preceding timing recovery operating on
samples and any block operating after timing recovery operating on symbols. In steady state
operation, the rate of symbols delivered by the timing recovery block should be approximately
1/4 the sample rate since the baseband is over-sampled by a factor of four. This means that
blocks proceeding timing recovery could actually be clocked at a much slower rate than
is required for blocks preceding and including timing recovery. As will be discussed in
chapter 5, clocking blocks at slower rate can be extremely beneficial in hardware design.
To take advantage of this property, the design is split into a fast domain and slow domain,
each operating with different clocks. When partitioning a design like this, the question of
how data can be passed across clock boundaries must be addressed. A clock crossing FIFO
is a particularly popular method as it can absorb momentary increases in the rate of the
producing block so long as the average rate of production is lower than the rate of the
consuming block. This is important as the timing recovery block occasionally may need to
change the integer clock period of the strobe signal to compensate for large timing phase
offsets or small timing frequency offsets. The clock rate in the slow domain is 1/3 the sample
rate to ensure that the FIFO drains under normal steady state operation.

The clock crossing FIFO is generated using the FIFO generator provided by Xilinx in
the Vivado toolset [29]. Data is directly fed from the timing recovery block to the input of
the FIFO. The timing recovery strobe signal, which is used to signal the optimal sample for
a given symbol is used as the “push” line for the FIFO. The valid flag at the output of the
FIFO is used as a clock enable signal for blocks in the slow domain so that they only operate
on valid data from the FIFO. The ready line is set to true in all cases since the receiver does
not accept back-pressure from downstream system blocks.

4.5 Carrier Recovery

The RF frontends in the transmit radio and the receive radio use two different local os-
cillators to upconvert a baseband signal to the desired carrier frequency and to downconvert
the received signal back to baseband respectively. The basic structure of the RF frontends is
presented in section 2.3 for reference. These local oscillators ideally oscillate at identical fre-
quencies with the phase of the Rx oscillator synchronized to the phase of the received signal.
In this ideal case, the two signals leaving the Rx RF frontend match the two transmitted
signals fed to the Tx RF frontend. The derivation of this behavior is given in appendix A
and appendix B. In practice, however, the local oscillators operate at slightly different fre-
quencies [27]. The distance dependent delay between the Tx radio and the Rx radio also
adds to phase differences usually present in the oscillators. The phase difference between the
oscillators used in mixing is referred to as carrier phase offset while frequency offset between
them is referred to as carrier frequency offset (CFO). If the signal at the receiver is viewed
as complex with the I channel being the real component and the Q channel being the imag-
inary component, carrier phase and frequency errors appear as rotations about the origin
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in the complex plane. A phase offset appears as a static rotation while a frequency offset
appears as a persistent rotation. The speed of the rotation is proportional to the frequency
difference in the carriers of the transmitter and receiver. The underlying justification to why
the phase and frequency offsets manifest as rotations in the complex plane are explained in
depth in appendix C.

Both forms of rotation are undesirable and must be corrected for coherent modulation
schemes [7]5. The general goal of the carrier recovery block (sometimes referred to as the
carrier phase synchronization block) is to correct for the rotation introduced by the oscillators
[20]. There are multiple methods to estimate the phase offset and to apply a correction. One
correction method is to adjust the phase of the local oscillator (LO) used in the receiver when
downconverting the received signal to baseband [20]. This method was not used since this
project utilized RF frontends that do all the downconverting to baseband internally and do
not present an easy method for modifying the phase and frequency of the LO. Since the
baseband sample rate is close to the symbol rate (2x Nyquist), there was little headroom
to digitally upconvert to an intermediate frequency within the frequency range of the DAC.
The other method is to apply the correction at the baseband by applying a rotation to the
signal in the complex plane to compensate for the rotation introduced by the carrier phase
and frequency offsets [20].

There are two general classes of methods to estimate the phase offset at the receiver:
decision directed and non-decision directed [7]. Decision directed methods use a decision
device (typically the demodulator) to derive an estimate of the phase error based on the
received data [7]. Non-decision directed methods treat the received data as random variables
and use other mechanisms to derive an estimate of the phase error [7].

In general, decision directed carrier recovery schemes outperform non-decision directed
schemes when the error rate in the decision is sufficiently low [7]. In addition, the decision
directed recovery schemes as described in [20] and [30] are also more intuitive. The carrier
recovery scheme used in this project is a decision directed scheme based on the designs in
[20] and [30].

This carrier recovery block applies a complex rotation to baseband symbols to correct
for the rotation caused by the carrier phase offset. To derive the correction amount, a phase
error estimate is made. This error term is fed into a low bandwidth loop filter that smooths
out the estimate. The result of the loop filter is then fed to a phase accumulator which adds
the phase error estimate to the current correction angle. The input signal is then rotated by
the correction angle by multiplying the input signal by ejθc where θc is the correction angle.
A high level diagram of the carrier recovery block is shown in Figure 4.5.1.

4.5.1 Phase Error Estimator

The phase error estimator is a crucial component of the carrier recovery block as the
correction is derived from an estimate of the phase error. In the decision directed design
used in this project, the phase error of a symbol is estimated by measuring the angle between
the symbol and the closest constellation point. An example is shown in Figure 4.5.2 where

5There are other encoding schemes, such as differential encoding, that are non-coherent. However, the
modulation schemes of interest to this project are coherent.
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the blue dot represents a received symbol and the red ’x’ represents the closest constellation
point. Conceptually, this can be derived by finding the angle to the closest constellation
point and subtracting the angle to the received symbol point. This requires two inverse
tangent operations, which is not ideal. Instead, there is an equivalent method used by [30].
A simplified explanation of this method is provided below:

θerror = θp − θa (4.8)

θa = tan−1
(
aQ
aI

)
(4.9a)

θp = tan−1
(
pQ
pI

)
(4.9b)

θerror = tan−1
(
pQ
pI

)
− tan−1

(
aQ
aI

)
(4.10)

Applying the identity tan−1 z1 ± tan−1 z2 = tan−1
(
z1±z2
1∓z1z2

)
[31]

θerror = tan−1

( pQ
pI
− aQ

aI

1 +
aQpQ
aIpI

)
(4.11)

θerror = tan−1

( aIpQ−pIaQ
aIpI

aIpI+aQpQ
aIpI

)
(4.12)

θerror = tan−1
(
aIpQ − pIaQ
aIpI + aQpQ

)
(4.13)

Note that this phase error estimate only requires one inverse tangent operation. This
derivation for the left two quadrants is extended to the entire complex plane by replacing the
inverse tangent operator with the four quadrant inverse tangent operation (sometimes called
atan2). Also note that (pI + jpQ)(aI − jaQ) = aIpI + aQpQ + j(aIpQ − pIaQ). The phase
error estimate can be calculated by taking arg[(pI +jpQ)(aI−jaQ)] [30], where arg(a+jb) =
atan2

(
b
a

)
. This is the strategy used in the phase estimator implemented for this project.

4.5.2 Loop Filter

The loop filter used in the carrier recovery block has an identical structure to the one
used in the timing recovery block which is detailed in subsection 4.3.2. However, each loop
filter has its own independent set of configuration parameters and freeze control lines.

4.5.3 Phase Accumulator

The phase accumulator is effectively a second integrator that accumulates the phase
error estimates from the loop filter to produce a correction angle. This angle, translated
to ejθcorrection , is constantly increasing or decreasing if there is a carrier frequency offset.
However, there is a limited range of values that the phase accumulator can accommodate.
Since e2πn+θ = eθ, wraparound logic is used to keep the correction angle within (−π, π).
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4.5.4 Phase Ambiguity

The carrier recovery block will lock to one of two phases if the modulation scheme is
BPSK. There is ambiguity as to which of these two phases (which are 180 deg apart) is the
correct phase. Picking the wrong phase would result in an incorrect mapping of received
symbols to binary data. This ambiguity is resolved by the Preamble FSM block. Locking
to the wrong phase results in the correlation of the preamble having the opposite sign than
what is expected. The Preamble FSM can detect this and send a signal back to the carrier
recovery block to add a one-time shift of 180 deg to the phase accumulator to correct the
error.

4.6 Golay Corrector & Preamble FSM

The signal at the input to the correlator is a sequence of symbols that have already
undergone multiple stages of estimation and correction to address various imperfections in
the RF environment such as variable gain, symbol clock offsets, and carrier oscillator offsets.
Each of these corrections relies on a control loop to estimate the degree of error and to apply
an appropriate correction. While these loops perform their job well, unless the error is very
insignificant the loops require some time to settle to the appropriate values. This necessitates
the transmission of some signal before the payload data to allow the control loops to settle
before it is necessary to decode the payload of the frame. This signal is often referred to
as the preamble and is typically transmitted ahead of frame headers and the frame’s actual
data payload. In addition to allowing the various control loops time to settle, the preamble
is typically used for two other estimations/corrections that are not handled by preceding
control loops: frame synchronization and channel estimation/equalization.

While the timing recovery and carrier recovery loops used in this baseband correct for
differences between the oscillators in the receiver and transmitter, their designs do not depend
on a specific preamble sequence to be present. Both control loops run constantly throughout
the frame and, because neither have a preamble dependence, neither estimate the absolute
position of the signal within the frame. This is problematic as the exact end of the preamble
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and start of the header and payload must be known for proper decoding. Misalignment of
the header and payload can cause significant degradation in the bit error rate (BER) of the
decoded signal due to the cascading errors it causes. It is therefore necessary to accurately
estimate the end of the preamble and start of the header and payload, even in the presence
of a noisy channel. The preamble sequence combined with a corresponding correlation can
be used to derive this estimate. A properly designed preamble will have an autocorrelation
that does not have significant peaks except at offset 0 (perfect alignment). A sufficiently long
preamble should have an easily discernible peak at offset 0, even in the presence of noise.
The detection of this peak can be used to flag the end of the preamble and the beginning of
the header and payload portions of the frame.

The preamble used by this baseband was borrowed from 802.11ad due to its several desir-
able properties. 802.11ad’s preamble is composed of a concatenated set of Golay sequences
[32]. Golay sequences are suitable for use in a preamble as they are engineered to have
autocorrelations with low false peaks (peaks at shifts other than 0) and low DC components
[33]. These properties are particularly useful for frame alignment as large false peaks and
DC components make it more difficult to differentiate between false peaks and the peak at
shift 0.

Golay sequences can be generated using a recursive algorithm with the Kronecker delta
functions used as the base [32]. In fact, Golay sequences are computed in pairs and are
sometimes referred to as Golay complementary sequences [32] [33]. The autocorrelations of
the two sequences have a special relationship which will be discussed later. The two sequences
are typically denoted Gan and Gbn where n is the length of the sequence in symbols [32]
[33]. The 802.11ad preamble consists of multiple instances of the Ga128 and Gb128 sequences
arranged in two logical groups referred to as the Short Training Field (STF) and Channel
Estimation Field (CEF) [32]. The STF allows the receiver time to synchronize while the
CEF field helps facilitate channel estimation. The 802.11ad specification [32] details several
different preambles (CPHY, SC, and OFDM), all of which have the same general preamble
structure but which have minor differences in the STF and CEF fields. The Control PHY
(CPHY) preamble is the most robust preamble with a longer STF field than either the SC or
OFDM preambles [32], likely to maximize the probability of proper reception and decoding
of important control messages. Robustness was a core objective of the project and thus the
802.11ad CPHY preamble was selected as the baseband preamble. The output of the 128 A
and B correlators (Ca, Cb) for the chosen preamble is shown in Figure 4.6.1.

In addition to the low false peak property, the Golay complementary sequences have an
additional property that is particularly useful when performing channel estimation. The au-
tocorrelation of the A sequence summed with the autocorrelation of the B sequence exactly
cancels the false peaks [33]. A demonstration of this property is shown in Figure 4.6.2. By
transmitting a sequence including Ga128 and Gb128, the CEF allows the receiver to estimate
the impulse response of the channel by summing the A correlation of Ga128 with the B
correlation of Gb128 [33]. It should be noted that this feature of the Golay complementary
sequences are not currently used by the baseband as the Channel Estimation and Channel
Equalization blocks are not currently implemented. However, these blocks are planned for fu-
ture revisions of the baseband and using the Golay complementary sequences in the preamble
helps facilitate future development of channel estimation and equalization capabilities.

Another important factor when considering the Golay complementary sequences is the
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existence of a hardware efficient correlator which is able to compute both Ca and Cb with a
fraction of mathematical operators that would normally be required [33]. Cross-correlation
can be implemented using an FIR filter due to the close relationship between the two opera-
tions. For the 128 symbol long Golay sequences, two 128 deep FIR filters would be required
to implement the correlation. These filters could be merged to share the delay line but
would still require two 128 symbol arithmetic paths to calculate both the A correlation and
B correlation. A more efficient correlator structure is possible due to the mechanism by
which the Golay sequences are generated. The recursive algorithm for generating the Golay
complementary sequence is shown below [32]:

A0(n) = δ(n) (4.14a)

B0(n) = δ(n) (4.14b)

Ak(n) =

{
WkAk−1(n) +Bk−1(n−Dk) , 0 ≤ n < 2k

0 , otherwise
(4.14c)

Bk(n) =

{
WkAk−1(n)−Bk−1(n−Dk) , 0 ≤ n < 2k

0 , otherwise
(4.14d)

Ga128(n) = A7(128− n), Ga64(n) = A6(64− n), Ga32(n) = A5(32− n) (4.14e)

Gb128(n) = B7(128− n), Gb64(n) = B6(64− n), Gb32(n) = B5(32− n) (4.14f)

A set of delays Dk and weights Wk are supplied by the standard [32] for generating
different sized Golay sequences. For Ga128 and Gb128 there are seven delay and weight
values. All of the weights are either +1 or -1 and the total delay adds up to 127. Agilent
Technologies detailed in an application note [33] an efficient correlation implementation that
mirrors the recursive algorithm used to generate the Golay sequences. While the correlator
requires 127 delays, some of these can be implemented using shift registers as only seven
intermediate taps of the delay line are used. A diagram of the correlator design is shown in
Figure 4.6.3.
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Figure 4.6.3: Efficient Golay Correlator for 128 Symbol Sequence [33]

While the Golay correlator is an important component for frame synchronization, the
structure of the preamble requires additional functionality to determine which part of the
frame the current symbols are from. The Preamble FSM was created to keep track of the
various peaks of the A and B correlators and to compare them to the expected pattern in
the preamble. Currently, peak detection is accomplished using a simple threshold operation
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on the complex magnitude squared of the correlation. However, more complex schemes
are possible. The preamble FSM has built-in tolerances so that small benign errors in the
preamble reception can be ignored. If at some point an unexpected peak is observed or an
expected peak is not observed, the FSM outputs an error flag and resets. Otherwise, the
FSM outputs a flag at the completion of the STF and the completion of the CEF. The STF
flag is currently unused but will be useful in later versions of the baseband to trigger channel
estimation. The CEF flag is used for frame alignment and signals the end of the preamble
and the start of the header and payload.

4.7 BPSK Demodulator & Data FSM

The majority of blocks in the baseband are concerned with estimating and correcting
various nonidealities present in physical radio systems as well as real RF channels. The
ultimate goal of these estimations and corrections is to produce a sequence of symbols which
can be transformed back to data bits with as few errors as possible. With the exception
of channel equalization which will be implemented in a future version of the baseband, all
of the appropriate corrections have been applied to the signal present at the input of the
BPSK demodulator. The role of the demodulator is to take in a stream of symbols and
to map these symbols back to the corresponding bit sequence. While the objective of the
demodulator is the inverse of the modulator in the transmitter, it does not simply apply
the inverse operation. Noise in the channel and imperfect corrections will likely result in
a received symbol having some nonzero distance from its corresponding ideal position on
the I/Q plane. This introduces some degree of uncertainty with the demodulator selecting
the mapping that appears most likely to correspond with a given received symbol. In many
cases, this is accomplished by simply finding the ideal constellation point that the received
symbol is closest to and returning the bit string mapped to that symbol. For BPSK, the
operation of finding the closest ideal constellation point involves simply checking the sign of
the symbol’s I component. The mapping operation from the closest constellation point to
the relevant bit string is trivial, making the BPSK demodulator extremely small and simple
to implement.

The final task required of the receive baseband is to signal to the rest of the system when
the output of the demodulator is valid. This requires knowing when the data at the output
of the demodulator has transitioned from being part of the preamble to being part of the
payload. This task is accomplished by the Preamble FSM described in section 4.6. However,
this flag only lasts for one cycle before the Preamble FSM resets in preparation for the next
frame. A valid flag which remains high for the duration of the frame’s payload must be
generated for downstream blocks. This task is accomplished by the Data FSM. The Data
FSM uses the CEF finished flag from the preamble FSM as the signal to bring the valid flag
high. Currently, the frame has a fixed payload size and the Data FSM simply counts up
with each demodulated symbol. Once the payload length has been reached, the Data FSM
brings the valid flag low and resets.
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Chapter 5

FPGA Optimizations and
Implementation Results

The target platform for this project is the Xilinx ZC706 which provides a Zynq-7000 Se-
ries FPGA. The XC7Z045 FFG900-2 contains Kintex 7 equivalent programmable logic with a
hard ARM Cortex A9 processor with backing memory and IO peripherals [12]. FPGA devel-
opment has its own class of challenges that are distinct from software or ASIC development.
To practically realize the design outlined in section 2.2 on an FPGA, several implementation
techniques were employed. This section illustrates some of the challenges associated with
FPGA development as well as the mitigation techniques used to address them. Post place-
and-route results are presented to show the practical viability of the design as well as areas
for future design space exploration.

5.1 Timing

Timing closure is one of the most significant problems baseband designers targeting
FPGAs are likely to face. For this project, the sample rate is 250 MS/s which requires the
portions of the baseband operating at the sample rate to be clocked at a minimum of 250
MHz. The delay through functional units as well as long path delays due to routing can result
in timing closure problems. One example particularly relevant to DSP designers centers on
the DSP48E1 blocks included in the FPGA fabric which provide specialized multiply and
multiply/add functionality. The DSP48E1 blocks require at least three pipeline stages to run
at full rate [34] with wide multiplies requiring additional pipeline stages. Mitigation of long
path delays due to routing can also be partially alleviated by the insertion of pipeline stages
to break long paths into several shorter ones. As a result, pipelining is used extensively
throughout the design. In feedforward sections, pipelining simply introduces end-to-end
latency. In feedback sections, pipelining introduces undesirable delay in the feedback path.
Viewing the feedback path as a component of a filter, the additional delays shift the filter’s
poles from their ideal locations. Assuming the delay is not too large, additional tuning of
the loopback filters can help compensate for but not completely eliminate this effect.

Even with extensive pipelining, closing timing on a complex design can still be challeng-
ing. One of the most significant design choices for alleviating timing closure in this project
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is the partitioning of the receive baseband into two clock domains. The AGC, Raised Cosine
Receive Filter, and Timing Recovery all operate on samples and thus are clocked at the sam-
ple rate of 250 MHz. However, Carrier Recovery, Correlators, and FSMs operate on symbols
and can therefore operate at a much slower rate. The original single clock domain design
required these blocks to be selectively enabled by the timing recovery block at the optimal
sampling time. A clock crossing FIFO is currently used to decouple the blocks operating at
the fast sample rate from the blocks operating at the slower rate and allowed these two sets
of blocks to reside in different clock domains.

The slow section of the baseband could theoretically be clocked at 1/4 the sample rate
of 250 MHz since 4x oversampling is used. However, as was discussed in section 4.3, the
sampling clocks in the Tx and Rx radios operate at slightly different frequencies. This could
cause the average rate of the strobe signal (signaling the optimal sampling point) from the
timing recovery block to potentially exceed 1/4 the sample rate. If this occurs, the clock
crossing FIFO could fill over time and eventually overflow. To avoid this, the slow portion of
the baseband is clocked faster than 1/4 the sample rate. Assuming the frequency difference
between the transmitter and receiver sampling clocks is small, this allows the FIFO to drain
in steady state operation. For this project, the slow section of the baseband is clocked at
1/3 the sample rate. The relaxed timing constraints allowed the tool more flexibility in
placement and routing which helped the entire design close timing. The relaxation also
resulted in significant positive slack on most paths in the slow section of the baseband. This
allowed many pipeline stages to be removed in blocks operating at the slower rate, reducing
loop delays and resource utilization.

5.2 Area

Another common challenge when targeting FPGAs is the area requirements of a de-
sign. Like ASICs, FPGAs have limited resources that can be utilized in a design. FPGAs
differ from ASICs in that a fixed number of primitive elements are placed in the FPGA
programmable fabric. Moreover, the layout of these primitive elements and the available
interconnect between them is fixed by the design of the FPGA itself. This results in dif-
ferent set of challenges when optimizing for the footprint of a design for FPGAs compared
to ASICs. The composition of primitive cells used in design alternatives as well as their
sensitivity to primitive element placement can be significant factors weighing into design
decisions.

One illustration of this type of design decision comes from calculating complex mathemat-
ical functions such as arctan. There are many methods to implement the arctan operator, a
subset of which are discussed in [35]. Both look-up table and CORDIC based approaches are
valid and present tradeoffs between speed, area, and complexity. Look-up table approaches
are simple to implement and typically can return results quickly at the cost of storing pre-
computed solutions. These solutions can either be stored in the fabric using LUTs or can be
stored in dedicated Block RAM (BRAM) cells on the FPGA. For large look-up tables, the
use of BRAMs is automatically inferred. CORDIC, by contrast, relies less on precomputed
values but requires multiple iterations to arrive at an accurate solution. Because CORDIC
requires multiple iterations per solution, it must either be clocked faster than the input data
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rate or unrolled to accommodate multiple simultaneous calculations. The clocking option
may not be feasible depending on the speed of the data being passed to the CORDIC and
unrolling both increases delay and uses additional resources. The trade-off between these
alternatives is complex and both solutions are used in practice. Due to simplicity, low delay,
and limited use of BRAM blocks throughout the rest of the design, complex mathematical
functions such as arctan were implemented using the lookup table approach.

The size and composition of a design can also have an impact on timing closure and
compile times. Large blocks can spread logic across a wide area of the FPGA. This can
contribute to long path delays which can lead to timing closure challenges. Because long path
delays are often constrained by timing closure requirements, large designs can be difficult to
place and route. Tight timing requirements between multiple blocks and within a large block
can cause congestion in both component placement and routing. This can lead to suboptimal
routes being taken and can substantially increase compile times as the synthesis tool may
need to explore many possible options before settling on one which fulfills all constraints. It
is therefore desirable to reduce the size of the design wherever possible.

Substantial area improvement was attained by re-factoring large averaging filters that
are used in various parts of the designs. These were originally implemented as FIR filters
since averaging filters can easily be represented as FIR filters and Simulink provides a simple
FIR filter block. However, averaging filters are exceptionally simple and do not require
the complexity of a full FIR filter implementation. Particularly large averaging filters were
replaced with a simpler design used in [36] and shown in Figure 5.2.1. This design performs
an N point averaging operation by adding a scaled copy of a sample to an integrator and
then subtracting it from the integrator N cycles later. This works so long at the integrator
does not overflow or underflow. For a large N , the sample delay could conceivably require
a substantial number of register resources. However, the LUT cells include dedicated shift
registers which can compactly implement much of the required delay. This replacement
resulted in substantial LUT and register savings.
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+
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Figure 5.2.1: N Point Running Average Architecture [36]
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5.3 Synthesis and Implementation Settings

Even if pipelining and other architectural techniques are employed in the FPGA design,
timing closure can still be difficult to achieve. To instantiate a design on an FPGA, the
HDL must first be mapped to the particular set of primitive elements present on the target
FPGA platform. Typically, a logic synthesis tool such as Xilinx Vivado is used to perform
this mapping. There are often multiple ways to map a design to primitive FPGA elements
with trade-offs for each method. For example, multiplies can be mapped to a series of LUT
and register elements or can be mapped to DSP48E1 blocks. The size of the multiply as well
as other factors can influence which technique should be used in practice. In addition to
making mapping choices, logic synthesis can also check for other optimization opportunities.
Some of these opportunities include propagating constants across module boundaries, ingest-
ing registers into DSP48E1 blocks to improve timing, changing the encoding of FSM state
registers, and re-timing modules by moving registers across combinations logic segments to
better balance delays. Synthesis tools like Vivado generally provide the user with mecha-
nisms to specify what general strategies they would like the tool to use as well as specific
parameters which the tool must respect. Vivado allows the user to specify these directives
through synthesis options.

The synthesis options used by this project were based on the “Flow PerfOptomized high”
strategy and include:

• Low Fanout Limits

• Reduced threshold to implement operations using DSP48E1 blocks using the directive
“AreaMultThresholdDSP”

• Retiming Enabled

• Resource Sharing Disabled

• One-hot Encoding for FSMs

Implementation, which includes placement and routing, has its own set of potential op-
tions. Directives for implementation can determine how many iterations are attempted for
each stage as well as how aggressively alternatives are explored. Enabling physical optimiza-
tions (phys opt design) post placement and post routing can provide substantial improve-
ments to timing. Examples of phys opt design improvements can include logic replication,
fanout optimizations, critical path focused optimizations, DSP register optimizations, and
BRAM optimizations [37]. The implementation directives used for this project are generally
“Explore” or “AggressiveExplore” when available. These directives generally result in higher
performance but result in longer compile times [38].

5.4 Floorplanning

To further improve the compile time and timing closure of the design, basic floorplanning
was performed. Vivado provides the ability to specify a basic floorplan constraining modules
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to specific regions of the FPGA as well as the ability to fix the placement of individual
primitive elements. For this design, basic floorplanning proved sufficient. The transmit
baseband, receive baseband modules were constrained such that they were close to modules
with which they needed to exchange information. The transmit baseband is placed close
to the FMC151 and processor subsystem IO pins1. The fast and slow receive baseband
modules are placed next to each other since the fast baseband needs to pass symbols to the
slow baseband block to process. The slow baseband is close to the processor subsystem since
it needs to pass demodulated data to it. The fast baseband is placed such that there is a
clear path from the FMC151 module for samples to pass. The floorplan of the design is
shown in Figure 5.4.1.

Figure 5.4.1: Synthesis Floorplan

5.5 CSR False Paths

To provide the flexibility to change parameters of the baseband without recompiling the
design, Control Status Registers (CSRs) are used. These registers are set by the processor at
startup and remain fixed. The baseband modules are also reset after the CSR registers are
initialized by the processor, eliminating tight timing requirements on these nets. However,
the synthesis tool is not aware by default that the timing on these nets is non-critical and will

1It was unnecessary to constrain the processor subsystem and FMC151 blocks as they were already
constrained by their associated IO.
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consider them when performing timing centric optimizations. This can lead to suboptimal
results and may cause a design capable of closing timing to fail implementation. The solution
is to declare these CSR nets as false paths. By declaring false paths, the synthesis tool is
free to ignore timing on these nets and to focus on actual timing critical paths in the design.

5.6 Integrated Logic Analyzer

While the baseband blocks were specified and simulated in Simulink, real world effects
typically differ slightly from the simulated effects. There is a need to debug, tune, and
evaluate the design directly on the final FPGA platform. However, many of the signals of
interest for evaluation such as raw samples, intermediate results, and correction loop sates
are superfluous for a general user of the radio. At a basic level, the only signals of concern
to the consumer of the baseband is the stream of binary data fed to the Tx baseband and
the stream of received binary data coming out of the Rx baseband. To facilitate design
evaluation, an Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA) is used. Vivado allows a designer to mark a
subset of signals that he or she wants captured and to automatically generate an ILA core
which is attached to JTAG. The Vivado Hardware Manager is then able to communicate
with the ILA core to set triggering conditions and to download captured signals. For this
design, a large set of signals are of interest for tuning and debugging. A large number of
sample points and a wide range of triggering options are also desired to observe different
phases of the radio transmission and decoding. As a result, the ILA cores used in this design
tend to be large and rely heavily on BRAM blocks. This increase in design complexity
can substantially add to timing closure challenges and compile time. In fact, without the
ILA cores, compilation does not require extensive use of phys opt design to meet timing. A
comparison of the resource utilization of the design with and without ILA cores is discussed
in section 5.7.

5.7 Resource Utilization

The top level resource utilization for the design with and without the ILA core are shown
in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 respectively with the implemented floorplans shown in Figure 5.7.3
and Figure 5.7.4 respectively. While the ILA core requires extensive BRAM resources as well
as non-negligible LUT and register resources, it is only needed when debugging, tuning, and
evaluating the design. After these tasks are complete and the appropriate tuning parameters
are set, the ILA core can safely be removed. Without the ILA core, the complete design easily
fits on the ZC706 platform as shown in Table 5.1. A breakdown of the resource utilization of
the top modules is shown in Figure 5.7.1. The processor subsystem contains modules that
act as AXI peripherals to the processor including the CSR registers and memory mapped to
streaming FIFOs. The bulk of the resource usage within the processor subsystem is in the
AXI interconnect which handles arbitration and clock domain crossings for AXI transactions.
The CSR registers are currently split into several banks which have individual connections
to the AXI interconnect. A re-factoring of these CSR modules would likely decrease the size
of the AXI interconnect and is a focus of future work.
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A breakdown of resource utilization for the baseband alone is shown in Table 5.3 and
Figure 5.7.2. The timing recovery block is the largest single user of each set of resources.
This is expected as the timing recovery block is arguably the most complex component in
the design. Most modules do not use any BRAM resources with usage limited to look-up
tables and the clock crossing FIFO.

These utilization results are very encouraging at the design easily fits on the ZC706
platform with plenty of resources available for other modules. The breakdown in Figure 5.7.2
provides insight into potential future opportunities for area optimization in future versions
of the baseband.

Name Slice LUTs Slice Registers Block RAM Tile DSPs
Processor Subsystem 13848 17482 11.5 0
FMC151 3118 3929 10.0 0
Tx Baseband 1147 2913 0.0 42
Rx Baseband 7554 14610 46.0 196
Calibration Assistance 658 1310 0.0 2
Other 1106 1649 0.0 0
ILA 19439 23062 368.5 0
Maximum Available 218600 437200 545 900
Percent Used 21.44% 14.86% 80.00% 26.67%

Table 5.1: Top Level Resource Utilization With ILA Cores

Name Slice LUTs Slice Registers Block RAM Tile DSPs
Processor Subsystem 13898 17482 11.5 0
FMC151 3123 3929 10.0 0
Tx Baseband 1147 2913 0.0 42
Rx Baseband 7548 14273 45.0 196
Calibration Assistance 658 1310 0.0 2
Other 1074 1609 0.0 0
Maximum Available 218600 437200 545 900
Percent Used 12.57% 9.51% 12.20% 26.67%

Table 5.2: Top Level Resource Utilization Without ILA Cores
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Name Slice LUTs Slice Registers Block RAM Tile DSPs
Raised Cosine Receive (Fast Rx) 1064 3696 0.0 38
AGC (Fast Rx) 958 1285 4.0 12
Timing Recovery (Fast Rx) 2462 4409 32.0 86
Other (Fast Rx) 28 776 0.0 4
Carrier Recovery (Slow Rx) 1032 1152 8.0 30
Golay Correlator (Slow Rx) 1314 2037 0.0 6
Preamble FSM (Slow Rx) 400 108 0.0 0
Data Control FSM (Slow Rx) 51 33 0.0 0
Other (Slow Rx) 185 557 0.0 16
Other (Rx) 53 216 1.0 0
Raised Cosine Transmit (Tx) 1140 2798 0.0 40
Other (Tx) 0 112 0.0 2

Table 5.3: Baseband Resource Utilization Without ILA Cores

Figure 5.7.3: Post Place-and-Route Floorplan With ILA Cores
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Figure 5.7.4: Post Place-and-Route Floorplan Without ILA Cores
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Chapter 6

Testing & Evaluation

6.1 Testing & Evaluation During Development

The first layer of testing and evaluation was facilitated through the use of a Simulink
and Matlab based development flow. Because the Tx and Rx baseband were implemented
completely in Simulink, they could be connected to object from the Matlab Communications
Systems Toolbox to emulate various real world effects such as channels and carrier frequency
offset (CFO). The availability of fractional delay filtering also facilitated the simulation of
timing frequency offset. Matlab was used to provide stimulus to the Tx baseband and was
used to check the consistency of the output decoded by the Rx baseband. A single frame
transmission simulation, including Tx baseband, channel impairments, synchronization im-
pairments, and Rx baseband, can be conducted in seconds. This speed allowed simulations
to be run throughout the development process to check the functionality of the baseband
in several different conditions. The rich set of plotting tools in Simulink also simplified the
evaluating each separate control loop during tuning.

One caveat to the Simulink development flow (at least at the time of writing) is that
certain HDL centric block parameters (such as internal pipelining) are not represented in the
standard Simulink simulation. Simulink HDL coder does provide a method for generating a
model which includes these additional delays, referred to as the code generation model [39].
Unfortunately, the creation of the code generation model requires executing HDL Coder
which runs on the order of minutes for larger designs. Ideally, the code generation model
and the standard model would be functionally identical, eliminating the need to create the
code generation model. Delays introduced by individual module implementations would be
matched across parallel paths using the delay balancing option in HDL Coder. However,
while automatic delay matching is simple for feedforward systems, it is significantly more
difficult (or impossible) in feedback systems. HDL Coder’s delay balancing feature does
not support blocks with feedback loops [40], limiting its use in this project. Because the
baseband design contains several feedback loops, the behavior of the code generation model
is different from the original Simulink model.

This limitation leads to a two stage approach to evaluating a change to the design. First, a
standard Simulink simulation is used to check basic functionality and performance. Because
standard simulations can be completed in seconds, modifications and fixes to the design can
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be evaluated quickly. After performance and functionality are acceptable under standard
Simulink simulations, HDL Coder is run to create the code generation model. This model is
then executed to verify that additional pipeline delays did not change basic functionality and
that the feedback control systems respond as expected. Several iterations of feedback control
system tuning are often performed at this stage to compensate for additional delays in the
feedback paths. Once the performance of the code generation model is deemed acceptable,
the next stage of development can begin.

6.2 Performance Characterization - AWGN Channel

While testing the design under several different scenarios is important during develop-
ment, it can be difficult to determine how well the design is performing. This is due, in
part, to radio communications not having a single simple failure mode. Often, performance
of a radio system degrades as the SNR or Eb/N0 of the received signal gets worse. This
performance degradation is typically seen as an increase in the Bit Error Rate (BER) and
Packet Error Rate. However, under exceptionally poor conditions, there may be other failure
modes such as the failure to properly detect the preamble or a loss of synchronization.

One tool to evaluate the performance of a radio system is to compare the BER vs. Eb/N0
of that system with a given channel model against the performance of another radio system
or a theoretical model. Fortunately, there is a theoretical model for the BER in an AWGN
channel which is implemented in Matlab [41]. Comparing the performance of the baseband
to this theoretical model reveals both if the design performs consistently across different
conditions as well as how much improvement is possible.

To conduct this simulation study, multiple simulation runs of the baseband with an
AWGN channel were conducted at specific Eb/N0 values. Because the receiver baseband
has several feedback loops, the computational model for the receiver baseband generated by
HDL Coder was used. Since the transmit baseband does not include any feedback loops,
the standard Simulink model was used for the transmitter. Each simulation had a random
carrier phase offset and timing phase offset. Each simulation run also included complete
frames with the preamble and a random 4096 bit payload. The bit errors for each run are
recorded along with whether or not the preamble was successfully detected. The BER for
each Eb/N0 is calculated by taking the total number of bit errors across all runs for the given
Eb/N0 and dividing by the total number of payload bits sent. The BER for each Eb/N0 is
plotted along with the BER of the theoretical model.

Two different scenarios were simulated with the first containing no carrier or timing
frequency offsets. The second scenario included a 100 KHz CFO and a -25 KHz timing
offset. The result of 1000 simulation runs for each Eb/N0 value in each scenario is shown
in Figure 6.2.1. The results are highly encouraging as the BER of the simulated runs fall
very close to the theoretical curve. There were also no preamble detection failures during
any of the simulation runs. It is also highly encouraging that the results for the scenario
with CFO and timing frequency offset fell slightly above the results for the scenario with no
CFO or timing frequency offset. This shows that the performance of the baseband is only
slightly degraded in the presence of a moderate CFO and timing frequency offset. The slight
deviation of the curves for higher Eb/N0 values is likely due to running too few trials for
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high Eb/N0 values. This is a known challenge when characterizing radios as higher Eb/N0
values begin to have very low BERs. It can take many trials to even see an error or to
properly average an error over the appropriate number of successes. In general, high Eb/N0
values require many simulation runs to acquire good estimates of the BER. The results in
Figure 6.2.1 appears to show both cases. For the scenario without CFO, the simulated BER
value at 10 dB Eb/N0 is slightly higher than expected while the simulated BER value at
11 dB Eb/N0 is 0 and cannot be shown on this logarithmic plot. Running more simulation
trials would result in more accurate simulated BER values for these high Eb/N0 values.

The close proximity of the simulated BER curve to the theoretical curve suggest that,
for BPSK under AWGN conditions, there is little opportunity for additional performance
improvements. The next logical step is to extend the baseband to support higher order
modulation schemes as well as to evaluate the performance of the baseband in other channel
models.
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Figure 6.2.1: Simulated vs. Theoretical Baseband Performance in AWGN Channel
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6.3 Example Frame Reception with AWGN Channel

Having observed the overall performance of the baseband in the presence of an AWGN
channel against a theoretical model, let us take a more detailed look at the operation of
individual baseband components using a couple example simulations. Each of the following
examples used the code generation model generated by HDL Coder with an Eb/N0 of 16 dB
and a random 4096 bit payload. The packet transmission does not start until 160 µs and
ends at 346 µs to simulate times when there is no packet transmission occurring.

6.3.1 Without Carrier or Timing Frequency Offset

The first example illustrates the functionality of the baseband when there is no carrier
frequency offset (CFO) or timing frequency offset that must be corrected. The expected
behavior of the carrier recovery and timing recovery loops is that they will settle to a stable
correction value to compensate for a fixed carrier phase offset and timing phase offset. Plots
of the various baseband components are shown in Figures 6.3.2 - 6.3.5 with a snapshot of
the received constellation at different points in the baseband shown in Figure 6.3.1.

The AGC behaves as expected with it amplifying the received signal until it reaches the
expected power level. For the first 160 µs, there is only noise in the channel and thus the
AGC amplifies the signal until the noise power is the expected power of the signal. The
AGC adjusts downward at 160 µs when the packet transmission begins to bring the received
signal to the expected power level.

Shortly after the AGC begins reacting to the packet transmission, the timing recovery
loop begins correcting for the fixed timing phase offset. Each time the curve in Figure 6.3.3
reaches 0 or 1, it wraps around the interval [0, 1) with a cycle added or removed from the
integer symbol clock period generated by the timing recovery loop. In this example, there
was more than a full cycle of phase offset between the transmitter and receiver symbol clocks.
For the given tuning of the timing recovery loop filter, the correction settles slightly after
250 µs.

At the same time the AGC begins correcting for the new receive power level, the carrier
recovery loop begins correcting for the carrier phase offset. The correction stabilizes quite
quickly to the correct value and remains steady throughout the packet reception.

Because the AGC must lower its correction value in response to the actual packet trans-
mission, there is a period where the received signal has a higher power level than it should.
This results in the correlator outputs being larger than expected at the beginning of the
frame. One result is that the false peaks at the beginning of the packet transmission are
larger than they would normally be. The correlator output returns to the correct level when
the AGC has finished adapting as shown in Figure 6.3.5. However, the false peaks did cause
the preamble FSM to output a failure flag since the peaks it detected were unexpected. This
is denoted by the green peaks early in Figure 6.3.6. However, the preamble FSM resets
immediately and correctly handles the preamble once the AGC has settled.

The constellation diagrams shown in Figure 6.3.1 are what is expected for a signal with
no CFO or timing frequency offset. The original signal contains intermediate points between
symbols and appears like a linear cloud through the origin. The selected samples are the
samples at the output of timing recovery. These are the optimal samples for each symbol
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and are clearly grouped into two clusters. These clusters are rotated due to the carrier
phase offset but are stationary since there is no CFO. Carrier recovery is able to rotate the
constellation so that the two clusters are centered on the expected constellation points.

Figure 6.3.1: Received Signal at Different Correction Stages in Receiver Baseband (No Car-
rier or Timing Frequency Offset)

Figure 6.3.2: AGC Correction During Frame Reception (No Carrier or Timing Frequency
Offset)

Figure 6.3.3: Timing Recovery Fractional Delay During Frame Reception (No Carrier or
Timing Frequency Offset)
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Figure 6.3.4: Carrier Recovery Rotation During Frame Reception (No Carrier or Timing
Frequency Offset)

Figure 6.3.5: Correlator Output During Frame Reception (No Carrier or Timing Frequency
Offset)

Figure 6.3.6: FSM Output During Frame Reception (No Carrier or Timing Frequency Offset).
Red = Data Valid, Blue = STF Done / CEF In Progress, Green = Failure
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6.3.2 With Carrier and Timing Frequency Offset

While the radio performed well in conditions where there is no carrier or timing frequency
offset, it is expected for both of these effects to be present in physical radio systems. This
example shows how the different radio components react with a carrier frequency offset
(CFO) of 100 KHz and a timing frequency offset of 25 KHz. Unlike the previous example, it
is not expected that the timing recovery loop and carrier recovery loop will settle to specific
values. Instead, it is expected that they will settle into a constant rate of correction to
compensate for the frequency offsets present in their respective oscillator pairs. As was the
case in the previous example, plots of the various baseband components are shown in Figures
6.3.8 - 6.3.11 with a snapshot of the received constellation at different points in the baseband
shown in Figure 6.3.7.

The timing recovery loop begins to adapt shortly after the packet transmission begins.
However, instead of settling to a single value, the correction takes a sawtooth shape with
each wrap around resulting in a sample being dropped. This constantly changing correction
is expected given that a frequency offset appears as a constant rate time varying phase offset.
For the current tuning of the timing recovery loop filter, the loop settles into steady state
operation slightly after 250 µs.

This sawtooth behavior is also present in the carrier recovery loop which settles into
steady state operation shortly after the packet transmission begins. An interesting point to
note is the discontinuity in Figure 6.3.10 which occurs around 190 µs and is not caused by
the wrap around of the angle correction. This discontinuity is the result of the preamble
FSM determining that the carrier recovery loop had locked to the wrong phase. Locking to
the opposite phase resulted in the output of the B correlation being the opposite sign than
was expected. After rotating 180 deg, the correlator peaks have the correct sign.

The constellation diagrams shown in Figure 6.3.1 are what is expected for a signal with
a CFO. Because the constellation is rotating, the origional signal is a circular cloud of
points. The output of the timing recovery block results in a ring of samples at the expected
magnitude of the BPSK constellation points. The carrier recovery block’s continuous phase
correction results in two clusters of points centered at the expected BPSK constellation
points.

Figure 6.3.7: Received Signal at Different Correction Stages in Receiver Baseband (With
Carrier and Timing Frequency Offset)
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Figure 6.3.8: AGC Correction During Frame Reception (With Carrier and Timing Frequency
Offset)

Figure 6.3.9: Timing Recovery Fractional Delay During Frame Reception (With Carrier and
Timing Frequency Offset)

Figure 6.3.10: Carrier Recovery Rotation During Frame Reception (With Carrier and Timing
Frequency Offset)

Figure 6.3.11: Correlator Output During Frame Reception (With Carrier and Timing Fre-
quency Offset)

Figure 6.3.12: FSM Output During Frame Reception (With Carrier and Timing Frequency
Offset). Red = Data Valid, Blue = STF Done / CEF In Progress, Green = Failure
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6.4 Physical Testing

In addition to simulated tests of the baseband, full system tests were conducted to deter-
mine if the baseband could operate in real-world conditions. The system was tested in stages
with the first stage testing general top level design functionality. This was accomplished by
omitting the ADC and DAC components and directly connecting the Tx and Rx basebands
within a single FPGA. This ensured that the datapath between the processor and the base-
band blocks was operating correctly. Next, the baseband blocks were connected to the ADC
and DAC on a single FPGA platform. An external loop from the DAC to the ADC (through
SMA cables) was used to check that data was properly flowing from the Tx baseband to the
DAC and from the ADC to the Rx baseband. Once this was successful, two separate FPGAs
boards with independent 4DSP cards were used. Cables were run between the DACs on one
board to the ADC on the opposite board. This tested the timing recovery loop as the two
FPGA boards did not share common clocks. Finally, a single FPGA with accompanying
4DSP card was connected to a pair of VubIQ frontends. The setup is shown in Figure 6.4.1.
One frontend acted at the transmitter while the other acted as the receiver. These two
frontends were equipped with WR15 horn antennas and were placed approximately 1 meter
apart on a lab bench. After adjusting various settings in the RF frontends such as gain and
I/Q imbalance, reliable 60 GHz communication was observed between the two radios. With
no obstructions, no errors in reception were detected. However, introducing an obstruction
such as a hand introduced bit errors as was expected. These tests were conducted with both
independent carrier clocks as well as clocks fed with a common reference.

While an in depth performance analysis of the physical system would be desirable, lab
space constrains and the lack of fine control over the PA and LNA in the RF frontends made a
characterization such as the one presented in Figure 6.2.1 impractical. Also, characterization
of the RF front-ends alone also revealed unexpected and unusual performance characteristics
that did not resemble the provided specifications. The unusual operating characteristics of
the RF frontends would have likely resulted in unrepresentative overall system metrics had
a full system characterization been conducted.

Figure 6.4.1: Test Setup with the FPGA Platform Connected to 60 GHz RF Frontends
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Chapter 7

Extending the Baseband to Support
Higher Order Modulation Schemes

While the baseband discussed in this report only implements BPSK modulation, it was
designed to support higher order modulation schemes with relatively few modifications. The
selected timing recovery scheme uses an objective function that works for both M-PSK and
M-QAM modulation schemes. Therefore, no change to timing recovery should be necessary
to support additional modulation schemes. A minor change to the carrier recovery loop would
be required since it is decision directed. The change would involve implementing multiple
decision blocks with BPSK remaining the default. The carrier recovery block can be frozen
after the CEF using the STF done flag from the preamble FSM. Freezing the channel recovery
block would provide time to decode the field a field in the header specifying the modulation
scheme used by the frame. Once this field is decoded, the appropriate decision block can be
enabled and the carrier recovery loop can be unfrozen.

A prototype of the receiver baseband implementing these changes was completed in half
a day with software simulation results shown in figures 7.0.1 - 7.0.7. This simulation used
the standard Simulink model (not the code generation model) with a carrier frequency offset
of 100 KHz, a symbol timing frequency offset of 25 KHz, and an Eb/N0 value of 22 dB.
This simulation also froze the AGC after the completion of the STF in the preamble. The
receive baseband operates as expected with both symbol timing recovery and carrier recovery
adapting to the change from BPSK in the preamble and header to 16 QAM in the payload
portion of the frame. The timing recovery block continues to operate properly even when
the modulation scheme shifts from a PSK scheme to a QAM scheme in the middle of the
frame. The brief freezing of the carrier recovery loop allows the decision mechanism to be
switched from BPSK to 16QAM without indecent. With the proper 16QAM decision, the
carrier recovery loop continues to operate properly during the payload portion of the frame.
While some additional work is required before the changes can be integrated into the top
level design1, the speed and ease with which the prototype was implemented illustrates the
versatility of the baseband design.

1The Simulink QAM demodulators do not support power normalization for setting constellation point
locations when using HDL Coder and will therefore need to be re-implemented. This should be relatively
simple as the QAM demodulator operating in “hard” mode is a simple slicer with a lookup table.
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Figure 7.0.1: Received Signal at Different Correction Stages in Receiver Baseband (During
the Preamble)

Figure 7.0.2: Received Signal at Different Correction Stages in Receiver Baseband (During
the Payload)

Figure 7.0.3: AGC Correction During Frame Reception

Figure 7.0.4: Timing Recovery Fractional Delay During Frame Reception
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Figure 7.0.5: Carrier Recovery Rotation During Frame Reception

Figure 7.0.6: Correlator Output During Frame Reception

Figure 7.0.7: FSM Output During Frame Reception (Red = Data Valid, Blue = STF Done
/ CEF In Progress, Green = Failure)
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Chapter 8

Future Work

This project has produced an FPGA based platform which is capable of providing suc-
cessful and reliable BPSK communication with 60 GHz RF frontends. While the FPGA
implementation results presented in chapter 5 and the baseband performance results dis-
cussed in chapter 6 were very encouraging, there is still room for future development and
expansion of the system.

Potential future enhancements include the creation of a channel equalization block as
well as a forward error correction (FEC) block. Channel estimation and equalization would
improve the performance of the baseband in frequency selective multipath fading channels
while forward error correction would help reduce the overall bit error rate (BER) of the
system. Additional preamble types with shorter STF fields could also be included to improve
latency and reduce the overhead of the preamble when RF conditions are good.

In addition to adding features, future iterations could further optimize portions of the
design. Some areas for potential future optimization include re-factoring the CSRs for space
and evaluating the use of CORDICs instead of lookup tables. System level optimizations
could include the use of high data rate interfaces for data exchange with the host PC such as
gigabit Ethernet and the porting of 4DSP’s C# initialization code to run completely on the
ARM processor. Finally, replacing the VubIQ RF frontends with Sibeam RF frontends could
potentially address the unexpected behavior of the VubIQ radios while providing additional
degrees of freedom with electronically steerable beam patterns. A FMC card interfacing the
Sibeam RF frontends with the FPGA platform has already been designed and manufactured
with full integration expected soon.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

The goal of this project was to develop a test and development system to facilitate wireless
systems research in mmWave based networks. This system had to be sufficiently general to
allow various research projects to utilize it while operating in real time with a relatively
high level of performance. These goals led to the development of an FPGA centric platform
with the baseband completely resident on the FPGA, communicating directly with attached
ADCs and DACs. The baseband developed for the project was designed to be both general
and modular. Individual module designs are suitable for the current BPSK modulation
but can also be easily adapted to other M-PSK or M-QAM modulation schemes. The
implemented baseband occupies a small fraction of the Xilinx ZC706 development platform
selected for this project, allowing for the inclusion of additional functionality. It is also
capable of operating at a native sample rate of 250 MS/s. The baseband underwent several
stages of simulated testing and evaluation using AWGN channels to verify its performance
under various conditions and to compare performance against a theoretical model. The
results are very encouraging with the simulated performance curves closely matching the
theoretical performance curve. System level hardware tests were also performed to verify
reliable performance when connected to real 60 GHz RF frontends. Having performed well in
the evaluation stages, base level platform functionality is now complete and demonstrated.
The platform is now ready for expansion to support various mmWave research experiments
and projects.

In addition to providing a working development platform for mmWave research, this
project also provided insight into the current state of DSP, FPGA, and radio development.
The recent popularity of Software Defined Radio (SDR) may suggest that developing a high-
quality radio system is simple. While SDR platforms may accelerate the design process
for low bandwidth systems, developing reliable and high-performance radio systems remains
a challenge. The radio presented in this report includes corrections for gain offset, timing
phase offset, carrier phase offset, and frame level synchronization. There are many ways that
each of these effects could be addressed, all of which makes different tradeoffs. Some schemes
perform very well but are too resource intensive to be practical for a physical implementation
operating on large bandwidth signals. These methods are best suited for applications where
data is processed offline or where the signal bandwidth is exceptionally small. Other methods
are very efficient to implement but have limited effectiveness or stability. It is incumbent
on the designer to evaluate both the performance of a particular solution as well as its
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implementation feasibility. Further complicating the design process is the fact that certain
methods are dependent on other blocks within the radio baseband. Radio design is therefore
not simply the task of picking individual implementations for blocks; it is the process of
picking a set of practical implementations that perform well together.

Designing the baseband is only part of the work required to produce a complete radio
system. While conceptually simple, passing data between the baseband blocks, data con-
verters, and host system can be non-trivial. Many data converters specify their own method
of data transfer which must be implemented in the design. While some vendors provide
these interfaces, they may not conform to the specifications required for the design and
may need to be modified. Modifying the data converter interface was an unexpected task
that occurred during this project. Communication with a host platform can also prove non-
trivial, depending on the level of control required. Fortunately, Xilinx provides IP blocks
to facilitate the exchange of information between the memory mapped interface that the
processor expects and the streaming interfaces that the baseband blocks expect. There are
also currently ADCs and DACs on the market that conform to a new interface standard
called JESD204B for which Xilinx has created IP cores. This new standard coupled with
the Xilinx provided IP blocks could help simplify the system integration task.

Due in part to the large scope of the project, an alternative design methodology was
investigated for the baseband implementation with the hope of improving productivity. A
common design methodology used by DSP and communications engineers is to model their
design in Matlab/Simulink using Mathworks provided blocks and functions. After the mod-
eling is complete, the design is transcribed into HDL with the Matlab simulation serving as a
golden reference. While this method allows engineers to experiment in the relatively flexible
environment provided by Matlab, it forces them to duplicate their work when transferring
the design to HDL. It also introduces the chance of inconsistencies between the Matlab
model and the HDL design, especially when the design undergoes changes. One of the value
propositions of Simulink HDL Coder is to eliminate the need for a manual Simulink/HDL
translation by generating HDL from the Simulink model automatically. While this sounds
like the perfect design flow, there are several limitations that can impact the promised benefit.
While HDL coder has improved significantly since this project began, there are still lingering
challenges including representing pipelines so that their delays are represented in standard
Simulink simulations. There are also blocks that either do not support HDL Coder or only
support HDL Coder for a small subset of options. This forces the designer to re-implement
Mathworks provided blocks so that they can synthesize properly. Despite these issues, the
idea behind the flow remains compelling and additional development by Mathworks could
help address the flow’s current limitations.
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Appendix A

QAM Modulation

One key feature of many RF frontends, including the VubIQ frontends, is the inclusion
of an analog Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) modulator and demodulator. The
QAM modulator provides a very useful abstraction to baseband radio designers that allows
two analog signal streams to be modulated together into a signal transmitted signal which
can be demodulated into two separate analog signals at the receiver. To understand these
benefits, as well as the challenges that QAM can introduce, it is necessary to first understand
how QAM modulators and demodulator operate.

QAM modulators take in two baseband signals which are commonly referred to as the
in-phase, I, signal and the quadrature, Q signal. These two signals are scaled and mixed
with two sinusoidal oscillators that share the same frequency but are 90 deg out of phase. If
I(t) and Q(t) are the analog I and Q signals before mixing and the angular frequency of the
oscillator is ω, the resulting mixed signals are [20]:

I : I(t)
√

2 cos(ωt) (A.1a)

Q : −Q(t)
√

2 sin(ωt) (A.1b)

The output of the QAM modulator is the sum of these two mixed signals:

x(t) = I(t)
√

2 cos(ωt)−Q(t)
√

2 sin(ωt) (A.2)

This equation can be transformed using Euler’s Formula1 as:

x(t) = I(t)
√

2
ejωt + e−jωt

2
−Q(t)

√
2
ejωt − e−jωt

2j
(A.3)

x(t) = I(t)
√

2
ejωt + e−jωt

2
+ jQ(t)

√
2
ejωt − e−jωt

2
(A.4)

x(t) =
√

2
[I(t) + jQ(t)]ejωt + [I(t)− jQ(t)]e−jωt

2
(A.5)

Note that a complex number z = a + bj can be written in exponential form as |z|eθj
by leveraging Euler’s Formula [42]. The θ is given by arg(I(t) + jQ(t)) where arg is the

1cos(θ) = ejθ+e−jθ

2 , sin(θ) = ejθ−e−jθ
2j [20]
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complex argument function and |z| is
√
a2 + b2. It is worth noting that arg is equivalent to

the atan2 function in many programming languages. What distinguishes arg from tan−1

is that it delivers an angle in the quadrant corresponding to the signs of the inputs [43].
Recalling from trigonometry that tan−1 has a range of [−π

2
, π
2
], arg can be expressed using

tan−1 and selectively adding or subtracting π.
Take the imaginary number z = a+ bj. For a > 0, arg(z) = tan−1 (b/a). For a < 0, b > 0,

arg(z) = tan−1 (b/a) + π. For a < 0, b < 0, arg(z) = tan−1 (b/a)− π.
A useful property of arg is that arg(a − bj) = − arg(a + bj). Note that for points in

quadrants I and IV (a > 0), arg(a + bj) = tan−1 (b/a) and arg(a − bj) = tan−1 (− b/a) =
− tan−1 (b/a) = − arg(a + bj). In this case, − arg(a + bj) = + arg(a − bj). For points in
quadrants II and III (a < 0), arg(a + bj) = tan−1 (b/a) ± π; plus for quadrant II and minus
for quadrant III. Note that a− bj will move the point from quadrant II to III or from III to
II. Therefore, for points in quadrants II and III (a < 0), arg(a − bj) = tan−1 (− b/a) ∓ π =
−(− tan−1 (− b/a) ± π) = −(tan−1 (b/a) ± π) = − arg(a + bj). In this case, arg(a − bj) =
− arg(a+ bj). In general, arg(a− bj) = − arg(a+ bj).

Equation A.5 can then be rewritten as:

x(t) =
√

2
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2

(
ej arg(I(t)+jQ(t))ejωt + ej arg(I(t)−jQ(t))e−jωt

2

)
(A.6)

Using the property of arg shown above:

x(t) =
√

2
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2

(
ej arg(I(t)+jQ(t))ejωt + e−j arg(I(t)+jQ(t))e−jωt

2

)
(A.7)

x(t) =
√

2
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2

(
ej(ωt+arg(I(t)+jQ(t))) + e−j(ωt+arg(I(t)+jQ(t)))

2

)
(A.8)

Euler’s Formula can be applied once more yielding:

x(t) =
√

2
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2 cos (ωt+ arg (I(t) + jQ(t))) (A.9)

Alternatively, QAM modulation can also be represented by taking the real component of
the complex expression [20]:

x(t) =
√

2<
(
[I(t) + jQ(t)]ejωt

)
(A.10)

Perhaps surprisingly, the result of a QAM modulating two signals is a single cosine signal
whose amplitude and phase are functions of the input I(t) and Q(t). This is one reason
why QAM is sometimes thought of as a hybrid between amplitude modulation and phase
modulation [15]. Amplitude modulation can be accomplished by simply utilizing the I(t)
signal and setting Q(t) to 0. Likewise, phase modulation can be accomplished by solving for
the Cartesian representation of ejθ, where θ is the desired phase shift. I(t) is set to the real
component while Q(t) is set to the imaginary component. Combinations of both amplitude
and phase modulation can be accomplished simultaneously by varying both the amplitude
and phase of I(t) + jQ(t).
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The use of I(t) + jQ(t) in Equation A.9 and Equation A.10 are why I(t) and Q(t) are
often thought of as components of a complex signal with I(t) being the real component and
Q(t) being the imaginary component.

While it is possible to achieve both phase and amplitude modulation using a single
modulated channel, it is impractical with many conventional DACs. Most DACs sample at
a fixed rate with a fixed phase. While amplitude modulation is easy, only requiring the DAC
to output different voltage levels, phase shifts are more difficult. The DAC must run at a
rate much faster than the signal it is outputting in order to have the time resolution required
to phase shift the signal. This is impractical as most DACs sample at a rate which is close
to the symbol rate of the digital signal to be sent. The QAM modulator allows engineers
to achieve both amplitude and phase modulation using two independent DACs running at a
lower sample rate.
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Appendix B

QAM Demodulation

The modulated QAM signal described in appendix A may directly be amplified and
transmitted or may go through another mixing stage before transmission. This signal is then
amplified at the receiver which downconverts the signal to IF if it is a superhetrodyne receiver.
At this stage, the signal appears like a noisy, and distorted, version of the transmitted
modulated signal. As was described in appendix A, it was convenient to view the amplitude
and phase modulated signal as a modulated complex signal. Fortunately, a similar technique
allows I(t) and Q(t) to be extracted from the received signal. This operation is referred to
as QAM demodulation.

Let us first assume perfect reception of the signal. This assumption will be relaxed later.
From Equation A.8, the received signal is:

y(t) =
√

2
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2

(
ej(ωt+arg(I(t)+jQ(t))) + e−j(ωt+arg(I(t)+jQ(t)))

2

)
(B.1)

For brevity, let z(t) = I(t) + jQ(t) with |z(t)| =
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2.

y(t) =
√

2|z(t)|
(
ej(ωt+arg(z(t))) + e−j(ωt+arg(z(t)))

2

)
(B.2)

This signal is duplicated and mixed with two different sinusoidal oscillators that share
the same frequency as the transmitter’s oscillator and are 90 deg out of phase from each
other[20].

The resulting signals are:
α(t) = y(t)

√
2 cos(ωt) (B.3a)

β(t) = −y(t)
√

2 sin(ωt) (B.3b)

Using Euler’s Formula:

α(t) = y(t)
√

2

(
ejωt + e−jωt

2

)
(B.4a)

β(t) = y(t)
√

2

(
−ejωt + e−jωt

2j

)
(B.4b)
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Substituting in the received signal:

α(t) = 2|z(t)|
(
ej(ωt+arg(z(t))) + e−j(ωt+arg(z(t)))

2

)(
ejωt + e−jωt

2

)
(B.5a)

β(t) = 2|z(t)|
(
ej(ωt+arg(z(t))) + e−j(ωt+arg(z(t)))

2

)(
−ejωt + e−jωt

2j

)
(B.5b)

For signal α:

α(t) = |z(t)|
(
ej(arg(z(t))) + e−j(arg(z(t)))

2
+
ej(2ωt+arg(z(t))) + e−j(2ωt+arg(z(t)))

2

)
(B.6)

α(t) = |z(t)| (cos(arg(z(t))) + cos (2ωt+ arg(z(t)))) (B.7)

α(t) =
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2 (cos(arg(I(t) + jQ(t))) + cos (2ωt+ arg(z(t)))) (B.8)

α(t) =
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2

(
I(t)√

I(t)2 +Q(t)2
+ cos (2ωt+ arg(z(t)))

)
(B.9)

α(t) = I(t) +
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2 cos (2ωt+ arg(I(t) + jQ(t))) (B.10)

For signal β:

β(t) = |z(t)|
(
ej(ωt+arg(z(t))) + e−j(ωt+arg(z(t)))

)(−ejωt + e−jωt

2j

)
(B.11)

β(t) = |z(t)|
(
−ej(2ωt+arg(z(t))) − e−j(arg(z(t))) + ej(arg(z(t))) + e−j(2ωt+arg(z(t)))

2j

)
(B.12)

β(t) = |z(t)|
(
ej(arg(z(t))) − e−j(arg(z(t)))

2j
+
e−j(2ωt+arg(z(t))) − ej(2ωt+arg(z(t)))

2j

)
(B.13)

β(t) = |z(t)| (sin (arg(z(t)))− sin (2ωt+ arg(z(t)))) (B.14)

β(t) =
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2 (sin (arg (I(t) + jQ(t)))− sin (2ωt+ arg(z(t)))) (B.15)

β(t) =
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2

(
Q(t)√

I(t)2 +Q(t)2
− sin (2ωt+ arg(z(t)))

)
(B.16)

β(t) = Q(t)−
√
I(t)2 +Q(t)2 sin (2ωt+ arg (I(t) + jQ(t))) (B.17)
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Notice from Equation B.10 that α(t) is the sum of I(t) and a phase and amplitude
modulated signal at double the frequency of the reference oscillator. Assuming that I(t) has
a sufficiently low bandwidth, I(t) can be extracted by simply passing α(t) through a low
pass filter [20]. Likewise, from Equation B.10, Q(t) can be extracted by passing β(t) through
a low pass filter, assuming Q(t) has sufficiently low bandwidth [20].

The filtered signals are:
α(t) = I(t) (B.18a)

β(t) = Q(t) (B.18b)

The net result of this is that the receiver is able to present the phase and amplitude
modulated signal to the baseband as two separate signals, α(t) = I(t) and β(t) = Q(t).
As was the case with the DAC on the transmit side, this allows the receiver to use a dual
channel ADC to sample at a much lower rate than would be required to capture both phase
and amplitude differences with a single channel ADC. As was the case in the QAM modulator,
the received signals can be viewed as components of a complex signal with the filtered α(t)
as the real component and the filtered β(t) as the imaginary component. Viewed in this
way, the received signal is I(t) + jQ(t) which matches the view of the input signal to the
transmitter as a complex signal.
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Appendix C

Carrier Phase and Frequency Offset
(CFO)

The analysis in appendix B assumed that the oscillator in the receive radio was precisely
synchronized to the oscillator in the transmit radio. It also ignored the fact that the modu-
lated signal experiences delay as it travels the distance from the transmitter to the receiver.
In reality the oscillators in the transmit and receive radios are independent. The best case
scenario is that the oscillators are operating at the same frequency but have a fixed offset in
phase from each other. This is referred to as carrier phase offset. The delay experienced by
the modulated signal as it moves from the transmit radio contributes to the carrier phase
offset as the oscillator in the receive radio must be synchronized to the phase of the received
signal rather than the phase of the transmitted signal. An additional complication is that
oscillators are specified to operate within specific tolerances. Two oscillators specified to
operate at the same frequency will operate as slightly different frequencies in practice [27].
The operating frequency of an oscillator can also change due to factors such as temperature
[27]. This introduces a frequency difference between the oscillator in the transmitter and the
receiver and is referred to as carrier frequency offset (CFO).

To illustrate the effect these offsets have on the demodulated signal, the derivation in
appendix B must be modified. It will be assumed that the received oscillator has a frequency
ωr and a phase offset from the transmit oscillator of φ. The signals in Equation B.5 become:

α(t) = 2|z(t)|
(
ej(ωt+arg(z(t))) + e−j(ωt+arg(z(t)))

2

)(
ej(ωrt+φ) + e−j(ωrt+φ)

2

)
(C.1a)

β(t) = 2|z(t)|
(
ej(ωt+arg(z(t))) + e−j(ωt+arg(z(t)))

2

)(
−ej(ωrt+φ) + e−j(ωrt+φ)

2j

)
(C.1b)

For signal α:

α(t) = |z(t)|
(
ej([ω−ωr]t+arg(z(t))+φ) + e−j([ω−ωr]t+arg(z(t))+φ)

2
+

ej([ω+ωr]t+arg(z(t))+φ) + e−j([ω+ωr]t+arg(z(t))+φ)

2

) (C.2)
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α(t) = |z(t)| (cos([ω − ωr]t+ arg(z(t))− φ) + cos ([ω + ωr]t+ arg(z(t)) + φ)) (C.3)

Note that in Equation C.3, [ω−ωr]t and [ω+ωr]t appear. [ω−ωr]t is typically small for
high quality oscillators while [ω+ωr]t ≈ 2ω. Assuming the bandwidth of z(t) = I(t) + jQ(t)
is sufficiently narrow compared to ω, the cosine function with [ω + ωr]t can be filtered out
using a low pass filter without affecting distorting the other cosine function. This is the same
operation that was used in appendix B to extract the original signals.

After the filtering, the signal can be viewed as:

α(t) = |z(t)| (cos([ω − ωr]t+ arg(z(t))− φ)) (C.4)

Using the angle sum relationship for cos:

α(t) = |z(t)| (cos([ω − ωr]t− φ) cos(arg(z(t)))− sin([ω − ωr]t− φ) sin(arg(z(t)))) (C.5)

α(t) =
√
I2(t) +Q2(t)(cos([ω − ωr]t− φ) cos(arg(I(t) + jQ(t)))−

sin([ω − ωr]t− φ) sin(arg(I(t) + jQ(t)))
(C.6)

α(t) = cos([ω − ωr]t− φ)I(t)− sin([ω − ωr]t− φ)Q(t) (C.7)

Note that α(t) is a mix of I(t) and Q(t) rather than simply I(t) as was the case in ap-
pendix B.

For signal β:

β(t) = |z(t)|
(
ej(ωt+arg(z(t))) + e−j(ωt+arg(z(t)))

)(−ej(ωrt+φ) + e−j(ωt+φ)

2j

)
(C.8)

β(t) = |z(t)|
(
ej([ω−ωr]t+arg(z(t)−φ)) − e−j([ω−ωr]t+arg(z(t))−φ)

2j
−

ej([ω+ωr]t+arg(z(t))+φ) − e−j([ω+ωr]t+arg(z(t))+φ)

2j

) (C.9)

β(t) = |z(t)| (sin ([ω − ωr]t+ arg(z(t))− φ)− sin ([ω + ωr]t+ arg(z(t)) + φ)) (C.10)

As was the case with α(t), assuming z(t) has sufficiently narrow bandwidth, the high
frequency term can be filtered out with a low pass filer without distorting the low frequency
term. The filtered signal is:

β(t) = |z(t)| (sin ([ω − ωr]t+ arg(z(t))− φ)) (C.11)
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Using the angle difference formula:

β(t) = |z(t)| (sin([ω − ωr]t− φ) cos(arg(z(t))) + cos([ω − ωr]t− φ) sin(arg(z(t)))) (C.12)

β(t) =
√
I2(t) +Q2(t) (sin([ω − ωr]t− φ) cos(arg(I(t) + jQ(t))) +

cos([ω − ωr]t− φ) sin(arg(I(t) + jQ(t))))
(C.13)

β(t) = sin([ω − ωr]t− φ)I(t) + cos([ω − ωr]t− φ)Q(t) (C.14)

Note that β(t) is a mix of I(t) and Q(t) rather than simply Q(t) as was the case in
appendix B.

It was useful in the QAM modulator to view the two input signals as components of a
complex signal. This perspective continued to be valid for viewing the outputs of the QAM
demodulator as was shown in appendix B. Let us extend this perspective for this imperfect
demodulation with α(t) interpreted as the real component of the signal and β(t) interpreted
as the imaginary component.

The demodulated signal can then be viewed as:

γ(t) = α(t) + jβ(t) (C.15)

γ(t) = cos([ω − ωr]t− φ)I(t)− sin([ω − ωr]t− φ)Q(t)

+j sin([ω − ωr]t− φ)I(t) + j cos([ω − ωr]t− φ)Q(t)
(C.16)

γ(t) = I(t) {cos([ω − ωr]t− φ) + j sin([ω − ωr]t− φ)}
+Q(t) {j cos([ω − ωr]t− φ)− sin([ω − ωr]t− φ)}

(C.17)

γ(t) = I(t) {cos([ω − ωr]t− φ) + j sin([ω − ωr]t− φ)}
+jQ(t) {cos([ω − ωr]t− φ) + j sin([ω − ωr]t− φ)}

(C.18)

γ(t) = {I(t) + jQ(t)} ej([ω−ωr]t−φ) (C.19)

The result of viewing the demodulated signals, α(t) and β(t), as components of a complex
signal is that the received signal is the originally transmitted signal multiplied by a unity
magnitude complex exponential. This manifests as a rotation of the originally transmitted
signal I(t) + jQ(t) about the origin in the complex plane at the receiver. If there is no
frequency offset (ω−ωr = 0), the rotation is static and determined by φ. If there is a carrier
frequency offset, the signal rotates continuously at a constant rate determined by ω − ωr.
The wider the frequency offset, the faster the rotation. These effects are corrected in the
carrier recovery block discussed in section 4.5.

In addition to phase and frequency offsets, oscillators are also subject to noise, both in
amplitude and phase [44] [45]. Phase noise introduces a time varying phase shift into the
oscillators. The result at the demodulator is a time varying random rotation of the received
signal in the complex plane. If the phase noise is sufficiently large, transmitted constellation
points may rotate into adjacent sectors in the receiver and be decoded erroneously. Phase
noise therefore can place a limit on the modulation schemes that the baseband is capable of
using with acceptable error rates.
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